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(asp 12) which received Royal Assent on 5 August 2005

TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
EXPLANATORY NOTES

INTRODUCTION
1.

These Explanatory Notes have been prepared by the Scottish Executive in order to assist
the reader of the Act. They do not form part of the Act and have not been endorsed
by the Parliament.

2.

The Notes should be read in conjunction with the Act. They are not, and are not meant
to be, a comprehensive description of the Act. So where a section or schedule, or a part
of a section or schedule, does not seem to require any explanation or comment, none
is given.

THE ACT
3.

1
2

The Act takes forward the proposals in the White Paper Scotland’s transport future 1and
fulfils commitments in the Partnership Agreement (A Partnership for a Better Scotland:
Partnership Agreement2 published in May 2003) to bring forward legislation to:
•

create regionally based Transport Partnerships;

•

enable certain transport functions currently carried out by Strathclyde Passenger
Transport Executive and Strathclyde Passenger Transport Authority to be carried
out by the Scottish Ministers;

•

create the office of the Scottish Road Works Commissioner to monitor the quality
of road works;

•

improve the co-ordination of road works by making the Scottish Road Works
Register a key planning tool;

•

introduce stricter requirements for reinstating roads and new provisions on
resurfacing roads;

•

make further provision for enforcing road work offences;

•

empower the Scottish Ministers to introduce national concessionary travel schemes
and modify or revoke any existing schemes run by transport authorities;

•

permit local authorities to establish, alter or remove pedestrian crossings without
notifying the Scottish Ministers;

•

streamline the administrative process for supporting shipping services in the
Highlands and Islands;

•

amend the procedures for dealing with applications for harbour orders; and

Scottish Executive, Scotland’s transport future (2004) www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/transport/stfwp-00.asp
Scottish Executive, A partnership for a Better Scotland: Partnership Agreement (2003), www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/
government/pfbs-00.asp
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•
4.

5.

6.

enable local authorities in the current Strathclyde Passenger Transport Area to
establish quality partnerships, quality contracts and joint-ticketing schemes.

The Act also incorporates a number of significant amendments that were introduced
during the Parliamentary process to bring forward legislation to:
•

create a Public Transport Users’ Committee for Scotland;

•

change the terminology on badges for vehicles used for disabled people; and

•

extend the remit of the Bus User Complaints Tribunal.

The Act impacts on a number of other Acts but makes particular reference to:
•

the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991.

•

the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.

The Act is in four parts:
•

Part 1: Regional transport;

•

Part 2: Road works;

•

Part 3: Miscellaneous;

•

Part 4: General.

7.

Part 1 consists of three chapters. Chapter 1 creates regional transport partnerships
across the whole of Scotland. Each transport partnership will be required to prepare
a statutory regional transport strategy for their area and each strategy will make the
case for investment in that region as well as guiding and co-ordinating the activities
of constituent councils, health boards and other specified public bodies in the delivery
of that strategy. Chapter 2 enables the Scottish Ministers to assume control of the rail
functions of Strathclyde Passenger Transport thus bringing consistency across Scotland.
Chapter 3 provides details on the transfer arrangements of staff, property, rights and
liabilities where functions are transferred by virtue of certain provisions in the Act.

8.

Part 2 contains provisions to improve the quality of and co-ordination of road works.
It establishes a Scottish Road Works Commissioner to monitor the quality of road
works at a national level across roads authorities and undertakers, drive and promote
improvements and impose penalties for poor performance. New and enhanced duties
are placed on road works authorities and undertakers to co-ordinate and plan their works
via the Scottish Road Works Register. The Act also provides for an increase in the levels
of fines of specified offences and provides road works authorities with the authority to
issue fixed penalty notices for certain offences.

9.

Part 3 contains miscellaneous transport related provisions. These include provisions
to establish national travel concession schemes, create a Public Transport Users’
Committee and modify or amend legislation relating to pedestrian crossings, shipping
services, harbours and badges displayed on vehicles used by organisations concerned
with care of people with disabilities. The remit of the Bus User Complaints Tribunal
is extended to cover express and long-distance coaches so that all bus services that are
available to the general travelling public are able to be considered. Part 3 also contains
measures that make minor amendments to the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 including
changes to enable local authorities in the current Strathclyde Passenger Transport Area
to establish quality bus partnerships and quality bus contracts.

10.

Part 4 describes how the secondary legislation (orders and regulations) will be made as
well as providing a definition of certain words and expressions used in the Act. It also
deals with commencement and provides the short title of the Act.
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COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS
Part 1: Regional Transport
Chapter 1: Regional Transport Partnerships
Section 1: Establishment of regional Transport Partnerships
11.

Section 1 places a duty on the Scottish Ministers to create regionally based Transport
Partnerships by order.

12.

Section 1(1) requires the Scottish Ministers to determine the boundaries of the Transport
Partnerships so that every part of Scotland is within a Transport Partnership. It also
obliges the Scottish Ministers to ensure that Transport Partnerships have a constitution
to govern their activities and to provide as to their membership.

13.

Section 1(2)(a) limits the total number of councillor members in any one Transport
Partnership to a maximum of twenty. Section 1(2)(b) requires that the membership of
each Transport Partnership includes at least one but not more than five councillors from
each council whose area or any part of their area falls within the Transport Partnership’s
region. It defines the terms “councillor member” and “constituent council”. A Transport
Partnership’s area may comprise the area of a single council.

14.

Section 1(2)(c) requires the Scottish Ministers to appoint other members to each
Transport Partnership. Under section 1(3) this requirement will only continue until
the council elections of May 2007. Thereafter, under the terms of section 1(2)(c),
these other members will be appointed by the Transport Partnership itself, and these
appointments will be subject to the consent of the Scottish Ministers.

15.

Section 1(2)(e) requires the Scottish Ministers to establish the decision-making rules
for a Transport Partnership. Each councillor member will have one vote but, under
section 1(4), councillor members shall have their votes weighted by making them count
as one, two, three or four votes. Section 1(2)(e)(i) ensures that councillor members
may always vote and that other members may vote on such matters as the Transport
Partnership determines are appropriate. However, other members may never vote on
the amount of funding to be provided by individual councils to a Transport Partnership,
as provided for by section 3(2)(a) or on the making of a request to the Scottish Ministers
to confer transport functions on a Transport Partnership by an order made under the
provisions of section 10(1).

16.

Section 1(2)(f) gives powers to the Scottish Ministers to determine that certain offices
of the partnership, for example the chairperson or deputy chairperson, can be held only
by councillor members and not by other members.

17.

The Scottish Ministers will carry out their duties and powers in this section by orders
that will, as stated in section 52(3), be laid in draft and subject to the affirmative
resolution procedure.

Section 2: Dissolution of regional Transport Partnerships
18.

Section 2(1) empowers the Scottish Ministers, by order, to dissolve one or more
Transport Partnerships or all of them.

19.

Under section 2(2) the Scottish Ministers can ensure, by making provision by order,
that on the dissolution of a Transport Partnership any of its transport functions can be
performed by the person who was responsible for those functions prior to their transfer
to the Partnership. The inclusion of this subsection seeks to avoid the situation of an
hiatus, in the delivering of transport functions, between the dissolution of a Transport
Partnership and the creation of a new Transport Partnership required by section 1.
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20.

Before making any order under section 2, the Scottish Ministers are required to consult
the Transport Partnership or Transport Partnerships in question, its or their constituent
councils or council and any other individuals or bodies that the Scottish Ministers
think it appropriate to consult. Any orders made under section 2 will, as stated in
section 52(3), be laid in draft and subject to the affirmative resolution procedure.

Administration
Section 3: Regional Transport Partnerships: funding and borrowing
21.

Section 3 requires the constituent councils or council of each Transport Partnership to
fund its net expenses, as defined in subsection (4). A Transport Partnership’s income
can come from a number of sources including from the Scottish Ministers.

22.

Under section 3(2) the share of the expenses to be paid by each constituent council or
where there is only one, that council, will be determined by the Transport Partnership
having regard to its transport strategy (formulated under section 5) but if the Transport
Partnership is unable to decide then the relevant shares will be determined by the
Scottish Ministers by order.

23.

Section 3(3) empowers the Scottish Ministers, by order, to make arrangements to ensure
that each constituent council meets its obligation to provide the Transport Partnership
with the share of its net expenses determined by Section 3(2).

24.

Sections 3(5) gives to Transport Partnerships a general power to give grants and
loans to any person for any purposes that will contribute to the implementation of
the Partnership’s transport strategy. Section 3(6) allows a Transport Partnership to
impose such conditions as it decides on any grant or loan given under section 3(5).
Section 3(7) enables a Transport Partnerships to borrow money for the purpose of its
capital expenditure. This puts a Transport partnership into the same position as a local
authority.

Section 4: Further provision about regional Transport Partnerships
25.

Section 4 introduces schedule 1 which makes further provision as to regional Transport
Partnerships.

Regional transport strategies
Section 5: Formulation and content of regional transport strategies
26.

Section 5(1) places a duty on each Transport Partnership to draw up a transport strategy
for its region. These strategies will focus on transport within the region but should also,
in line with section 5(2)(d)(vii), take into account transport to and from the region.

27.

Section 5(2) outlines the matters that the Transport Partnerships should include in
their strategies. Section 5(2)(a) requires the strategy to include an assessment of what
needs to be done to provide, develop and improve transport in the region, subject to
constraints of cost, funding and practicability. Section 5(2)(e) requires the strategy to
prioritise the different services, schemes and projects of provision, development and
improvement that emanate from section 5(2)(a). Under section 5(2)(f) the strategy must
describe how the Transport Partnership will use those functions that have already been
conferred upon it to fulfil the strategy. It must also identify those other functions, if any,
that the Transport Partnership needs in order to fulfil the strategy. Under section 5(2)
(h) the strategy must consider how progress towards the objectives is to be measured
and monitored. The Scottish Ministers may, under section 5(3), issue guidance about
transport strategies and the Transport Partnerships are under a duty to have regard to
that guidance and to any current national transport strategy established by the Scottish
Ministers.
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28.

Section 5(4) provides that equal opportunities and equal opportunity requirements are
as defined in the Scotland Act 1998. In that Act “equal opportunities” means the
prevention, elimination or regulation of discrimination between persons on grounds
of sex or marital status, on racial grounds, or on grounds of disability, age, sexual
orientation, language or social origin, or of other personal attributes, including beliefs
or opinions, such as religious beliefs or political opinions. The Scotland Act 1998 also
states that “equal opportunity requirements" means the requirements of the law for the
time being relating to equal opportunities.

Section 6: Procedure before and after the drawing up of regional transport
strategies
29.

Section 6 places a duty on each Transport Partnership to submit its transport strategy
to the Scottish Ministers. Section 6(1)(b) sets the deadlines for this; for the first set of
strategies, produced by the Partnerships to be created by 31 March 2006, the strategies
must be completed by 31 March 2007. In any other case the deadline is within 12 months
of the establishment of the Partnership. The timing of subsequent strategies is covered
by section 7. In line with section 6(1)(a), before submitting the strategy the Transport
Partnership must consult its constituent councils, each Health Board covered wholly or
partly by the region and other persons as it thinks fit.

30.

Section 6(2) enables each Transport Partnership to request, within 8 months of their
creation, an extension to the 12 month time limit to produce its regional transport
strategy. Prior to granting an extension, the Scottish Ministers have the power at
section 6(3) to require Transport Partnerships to produce reports or documentation
which might, for instance, include details of progress made to date.

31.

Under section 6(4) the transport strategy becomes effective when it is approved by
the Scottish Ministers and when deciding, under section 6(5), whether to approve the
strategy the Scottish Ministers will assess, amongst other factors, the extent to which it
will assist with the realisation of their own transport policies.

32.

Section 6(7)(c) places a duty on the Transport Partnerships to publish their completed
strategies.

Section 7: Review, modification and renewal of regional transport strategies
33.

Under section 7(1) each Transport Partnership must keep its strategy under review
and may modify it or draw up a new one. The Scottish Ministers may direct any
Transport Partnership to draw up a new strategy within such a period as they may
specify. Subsection (2) applies certain of the provisions of sections 5 and 6 apply to
modifying a strategy and the drawing up of a new one as they apply to the preparation
of an existing strategy.

Section 8: Duty of constituent councils and other public bodies as respects regional
transport strategies
34.

Section 8 obliges constituent councils to perform their transport-related functions
consistently with the transport strategy of the Transport Partnership for their area.
Health Boards will also be placed under a duty to perform their functions and activities
consistently with the transport strategy or transport strategies specified by the Scottish
Ministers. The same duty can be placed on other public bodies as specified by order.

Section 9: Joint regional transport strategies
35.

Section 9 enables two or more Transport Partnerships to produce a joint transport
strategy for their combined regions. Under section 9(2) a joint transport strategy is to
be subject to all the same provisions in Part 1 that apply to a transport strategy.
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Regional transport functions
Section 10: Other transport functions of regional Transport Partnerships
36.

Section 10(1) gives the Scottish Ministers powers to confer, by order, transport
functions on Transport Partnerships. This provision enables the Scottish Ministers to
transfer a transport function from one body, such as a local authority, to a Transport
Partnership so that the local authority can no longer directly exercise that function.
It also enables the Scottish Ministers to confer a transport function on a Transport
Partnership without taking it away from a local authority, or whichever body is
currently exercising the function. In this case the transport function would be exercised
concurrently by that local authority or body and the Transport Partnership.

37.

Section 10(2) requires that the Scottish Ministers must, when conferring functions by
order on a Transport Partnership, have regard to the Partnership’s transport strategy,
if one is in place.

38.

Section 10(3) provides that the Scottish Ministers may, in the same way, transfer to or
share their own transport functions with Transport Partnerships.

39.

Sections 10(4) and (5) provide a list of certain functions that could be conferred on
Transport Partnerships by order under section 10(1). The functions listed are not the
only ones which may be so conferred.

40.

Sections 10(6) and (7) requires a Transport Partnership proposing to request the making
of an order conferring functions on them, prior to making that request, to consult with
its constituent councils or council and also to make that request in line with guidance
produced by the Scottish Ministers.

41.

Section 10(8) requires the Scottish Ministers, before making an order under
section 10(1), to consult the Transport Partnership to which the order will apply (except
where the order is to be made at their request), that Partnership’s constituent councils
or council and such other persons as they think fit.

42.

Section 10(9) enables an order under subsection (1) to modify any enactment. This
means, for instance, that a function listed in subsection (4) such as road user charging
may form part of an order and to enable that order to make sense it may require that
the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 is modified so as to include a regional Transport
Partnership within the definition of local traffic authorities i.e. those bodies that may
apply road user charges.

Section 11: Alteration of functions of regional Transport Partnerships
43.

Section 11 allows the Scottish Ministers to return the functions of a Transport
Partnership to the person that previously undertook the function. The alteration may
occur, for example, where in the light of operational experience or a change in strategic
approach a Transport Partnership concludes that it would be appropriate for a particular
function to be exercised by the person who was previously responsible (in most cases
the constituent councils or the Scottish Ministers). Without this provision the Scottish
Ministers would need to invoke the provisions within section 2 to dissolve a Transport
Partnership (and re-create it under section 1) if they wished to transfer functions from
a Transport Partnership back to a council.

Section 12: Manner of performance of functions of regional Transport
Partnerships
44.

Section 12(1) requires that a Transport Partnership carries out its functions in fulfilment
of its strategy and in doing so complies with directions from the Scottish Ministers and
measures and monitors progress in achieving its objectives.
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45.

Section 12(2) ensures that the application of section 12(1) does not prevent a Transport
Partnership from performing its functions in advance of its strategy being drawn up
and approved. It does this by enabling Ministers to give directions as to how functions
should be exercised. It does not require Ministers to give such directions.

Chapter 2: Transport Functions: Further Provisions
Section 13: Transfer to Scottish Ministers of certain rail functions
46.

Section 13 gives a power to the Scottish Ministers, by order, to transfer rail transport
functions from Strathclyde Passenger Transport Authority or Strathclyde Passenger
Transport Executive to the Scottish Ministers.

Section 14: Arrangements for performance by regional Transport Partnership of
certain transport functions etc.
47.

Section 14 enables a Transport Partnership to enter into arrangements to carry out such
things relating to transport as specified in those arrangements on behalf of a council,
the Scottish Ministers or any other person having statutory transport functions. It is
expected that any arrangements would be explicit about the bounds on the extent of the
Transport Partnership’s discretion.

Chapter 3: Supplementary and Consequential Provision
Section 15: Transfer of staff, property, rights and liabilities
48.

Section 15 specifies that the regulations governing the protection of employment rights
in the event of a transfer of undertaking, as defined in section 15(7), apply whenever the
transfer of a function to a Transport Partnership or the Scottish Ministers takes place
under sections 2, 10 or 13. These transfers have implications for those people currently
engaged in exercising those functions.

49.

Section 15(5) and (6) empower the Scottish Ministers, when a transfer of functions
takes place, to require, by order, the transfer of any property, rights or liabilities linked
to those functions.

Part 2: Road Works
50.

This Part of the Act amends sections of Part IV of the New Roads and Street Works Act
1991. Part IV of the 1991 Act is attached for information with the deleted text scored
out and new text inserted in italics.

The Scottish Road Works Commissioner
Section 16 Creation, appointment, status and funding of Scottish Road Works
Commissioner
51.

Section 16 of the Act creates the office of a Scottish Road Works Commissioner
(“the Commissioner”). The Commissioner will be appointed on terms and conditions
determined by the Scottish Ministers. (4)The Commissioner is not a servant or agent of
the Crown and has no status, immunity or privilege of the Crown. The Scottish Ministers
can make grants to the Commissioner in respect of the Commissioner’s expenses.

Section 17 Functions of Commissioner
52.

Section 17 of the Act specifies the functions of the Commissioner. (Schedule 2 enables
the Commissioner to appoint staff and makes provision about the preparation and
submission of accounts). The purpose and functions of the Commissioner are:
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53.

•

monitoring the carrying out of road works in Scotland by road works authorities
and undertakers;

•

promoting compliance with the 1991 Act and the obligations imposed under it; and

•

promoting the pursuit of good practice by road works authorities and undertakers.
“Good practice” means compliance with any code of practice issued under the 1991
Act; and, subject to that code, meeting any obligations set out in the 1991 Act and
its associated codes of practice which the Commissioner thinks are required.

A definition for works in roads is provided at section (2) so as to include both road works
and works for road purposes as defined in the 1991 Act. This ensures that works carried
out in roads by both statutory undertakers and roads authorities will be caught within
the Commissioner’s role in monitoring activity. The term “works in roads” covers all
the activities that are required to be recorded on the Scottish Road Works Register,
which will be the principal tool by which the Commissioner will monitor the carrying
out of works on Scotland’s roads.

Section 18 Duty of road works authority and undertakers to provide Commissioner
with information
54.

Section 18 of the Act specifies the duties of road works authorities and undertakers
to provide the Commissioner with information relevant to their responsibilities for
road works. The Commissioner can require this information to be provided, providing
the Commissioner needs it to fulfil the Commissioner’s functions. For road works
authorities and undertakers, this means information which the authority or undertaker
has or can reasonably be expected to acquire – for example, details of training provision
for staff involved in updating the Scottish Road Works Register. In the case of the road
works authority, it might include information relating to its local road network, the use
of that network by different kinds of traffic, or the effects of that use.

55.

Any dispute between a road works authority or undertaker and the Commissioner as
to information asked for by the Commissioner is to be settled in a manner that will
be prescribed by the Scottish Ministers in regulations. Where regulations prescribe
that the matter is to be settled by arbitration subsection (4) states that arbitration will
be conducted as described in the 1991 Act i.e. that the arbiter will be appointed by
agreement by the parties or where agreement can not be reached by the sheriff.

The Scottish Road Works Register
Section 19 The Scottish Road Works Register
56.

Section 19 of the Act substitutes section 112 (‘the road works register’) of the 1991
Act with section 112A and 112B. In addition to the functions set out in section 17,
section 112A imposes on the Commissioner a duty to keep a register, to be known as
the Scottish Road Works Register (SRWR). The SRWR must show any information
required to enable the Commissioner to maintain a complete picture of road works and
other works being carried out on roads. This information, and the format required for
the SRWR, will be prescribed in regulations.

57.

Subsection (4) enables the Scottish Ministers to require persons who are to enter
information on the SRWR to pay a fee. It also enables the Scottish Ministers to require
payments to the Commissioner by other persons. Subsection (5) requires any amounts
received under subsection (4) to be applied by the commissioner tot eh keeping of the
SRWR.

58.

The Commissioner will make the SRWR available, at all reasonable times and free of
charge, for inspection by anyone unless the information is restricted. This will assist,
for instance, bus operators in planning possible changes to routes and journey times
as a result of substantial and/or prolonged works. The Commissioner can also require
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that the information be made available to anyone with sufficient interest. The SRWR is
essential for road authorities to fulfil their general duty, under section 118 of the 1991
Act, to co-ordinate road works. The reasons for restricting information (for example,
national security) will be prescribed in regulations.
59.

Section 112B of the 1991 Act places a duty on a road works authority to maintain and
update the SRWR with:
•

details of each road for which the authority is responsible as may be prescribed in
regulations;

•

all proposed works (the precise details will be set out in regulations);

•

permissions granted under section 109 of the 1991 Act. (This information should
include details of the apparatus and works to which the permission relates);

•

details of restrictions relating to the timing of works and the placement of apparatus
in certain roads timing;

•

the start date of works;

•

the completion date of works; and

•

for each road for which a road works authority are responsible, information about
road works and other works (for example, the location of skips and scaffolding)
which are carried out on the road. The Act refers to road works authorities’ existing
responsibilities under sections 113-115 of the 1991 Act, and the Roads (Scotland)
Act 1984. The latter refers to information about skips and various other types of
works on the road.

60.

The content and format of information required by section 112B will be prescribed in
regulations.

61.

Subsection 19(2) amends section 108(2) of the 1991 Act to reflect the insertion of
section 112B.

62.

Subsection 19(3) amends section 113(1) of the 1991 Act to require undertakers to
give advance notice of road works to the SRWR. and as a result of information being
input directly to the register the relevant road works authority can access up-to-date
information in order to co-ordinate road works and other works taking place on roads.

63.

Subsection 19(4) introduces section 114(3A) to the 1991 Act and requires undertakers
to give notice of start date of works to the SRWR, again by inputting information
directly.

64.

Subsection 19(5) introduces section 116(3A) to the 1991 Act and requires undertakers
to give notice of emergency works to the SRWR, again by inputting information
directly.

65.

Subsection 19(6) amends section 117(2) of the 1991 Act to require information on the
restriction of works to be entered by the road works authority into the SRWR.

Miscellaneous
Section 20 Directions as to timing of road works
66.

Section 115 of the 1991 Act is amended to define and clarify the road works authority’s
powers to direct the timing of road works, by giving the road works authority the power
to direct the time or days or both when road works can or cannot be carried out.

67.

Subsection 20(3) introduces section 115(1A) to enable a road works authority to make
a direction where works have already commenced.
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68.

Subsection 20(6) amends section 115(4) so as to place the Scottish Ministers under a
duty to produce a code of practice giving practical guidance to road works authorities in
the exercise of their powers. In drawing up the code of practice the Scottish Ministers
will consider the statutory obligations of undertakers and for telecom operators any
OFCOM approved codes of practice under which telecom operators deliver their
services.

Section 21 Directions as to placing of apparatus in roads
69.

Section 21 of the Act introduces new powers for road works authorities to direct the
placing of apparatus in the road, by the introduction of section 115A to the 1991 Act.
Section 115A allows the road works authority, by directions, to refuse permission for
an undertaker to place apparatus in a road where it appears likely to cause disruption,
and where there is another road in which the apparatus could reasonably be placed.

70.

Directions under this section may be varied or revoked by further directions. Subsection
(4) provides for regulations prescribing the procedure for giving directions and
subsection (5) places the Scottish Ministers under a duty to make regulations to make
provision for appeals against directions. Subsection (8) places the Scottish Ministers
under a duty to produce a code of practice giving practical guidance as to the exercise
by road works authorities of the power conferred by section 115A, and provides that in
exercising that the road works authorities must have regard to the code of practice.

Section 22 Restriction on works following substantial road works
71.

Section 22 of the Act amends section 117 of the 1991 Act which allows road
works authorities to impose restrictions on works following substantial road works.
Subsection 117(1) is amended so as to provide that the maximum length of a restriction
on the execution of works is to be prescribed in regulations, rather then being a fixed
period (such as 12 months) in the primary legislation.

72.

A further minor amendment to section 114 of the 1991 Act is made, with reference to
section 117(1), to impose a further restriction on the period of notice required before
the starting date of works.

Section 23 Duty of road works authority to co-ordinate road works etc.
73.

Section 23 of the Act amends section 118 of the 1991 Act to strengthen the general
duty of road works authorities to co-ordinate road works. New subsection (2A) requires
the road works authority to have regard to all information in the SRWR which
relates to their functions. Subsection (2B) requires them to assist the Commissioner
in meeting the duty under section 112A (the keeping of the SRWR), by making best
use of the information in fulfilling their functions, and keeping this information ‘under
surveillance’. In practice, this means that the road works authority should update and
use the SRWR as its daily planning tool for co-ordinating road works and fulfilling
its traffic management functions. The Commissioner can issue a direction to the road
works authority on how the authority should discharge its duty. The Commissioner may
also require the road works authority to provide information on how it is discharging its
duty. If it appears that the road works authority are not discharging their duty a further
direction can be issued telling them how to comply with their statutory duty.

Section 24 Duty of undertakers to co-operate with authorities and other undertakers
74.

Section 24 of the Act amends section 119 of the 1991 Act so as to augment the general
duty on undertakers to co-operate with road works authorities in executing road works.
It does this with five new subsections: (1A), (1B), (1C), (2A) and (2B).

75.

Under subsection (1A), undertakers must have regard to all information in the SRWR
relating to road works which they are carrying out, or plan to carry out.
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76.

Subsection (1B) requires undertakers to assist the Commissioner to fulfil the duty
to keep the SRWR. It also requires the undertaker to keep this information ‘under
surveillance’, which in practice means that the undertaker should update and use the
SRWR as its daily planning tool when planning and carrying out road works.

77.

Under subsection (1C) any persons granted consent by a road works authority under
Section 109 of the 1991 Act are exempt from these requirements – the road works
authority must do this on their behalf.

78.

Subsection (2A) requires undertakers to comply with any direction given to them by the
Commissioner in meeting the duties imposed on them by subsections (1A) and (1B),
and in relation to the relevant code of practice.

79.

If the Commissioner thinks that an undertaker is failing to do this, he can ask for more
information from the undertaker by issuing a further direction under subsection (2B).

Section 25 Enforcement of sections 118 and 119 of the 1991 Act
80.

Section 25 of the Act repeals the current offence provision, relating to the failure of the
undertaker to co-operate with the road works authority, and replaces it with a power
given to the Commissioner to impose a financial penalty. It introduces section 119A
allowing the Scottish Ministers by regulations to make provision in connection with
the imposition by the Commissioner of penalty charges on statutory undertakers and
road works authorities who have failed to comply with the duties imposed upon them,
respectively, in sections 118 and 119. The circumstances in which a penalty charge
can be imposed, the notification and enforcement of it, the level of charge and appeals
against it will be set out in regulations.

Section 26 Qualifications of supervisors and operatives
81.

Section 26 amends section 126 of the 1991 Act to require undertakers executing
road works to: notify road works authorities of the names of the qualified supervisor
and operatives (and of any previous supervisors and operatives) working on site; and
provide evidence of their qualifications. The road works authority can issue a notice
requiring the provision of this evidence at any time while the works are in progress, or
within such period after their completion as prescribed by regulation, and the undertaker
must comply with this notice.

Section 27 Duty of authorities, undertakers etc. to ensure competence of employees
etc.
82.

Section 27 requires road works authorities, undertakers and other persons specified in
regulations to use their best endeavours to ensure that their employees or agents who
are responsible for maintaining and updating information on the SRWR are competent
to perform this task.

Section 28 Duty of undertaker to notify completion of road works: form and
procedure
83.

Section 28 of the Act changes the duty of undertakers to notify completion of road
works following reinstatement of the road. It requires undertakers to provide notice that
works have been completed, in a timescale and form to be set out in regulations. It also
requires undertakers to provide this information directly to the SRWR.

Section 29 Notices requiring remedial works relating to reinstatements
84.

Section 29 makes amendments to sections 131 and 149 of the 1991 Act, to allow
different notice periods for remedial works on the reinstatement of roads, sewers, drains
and tunnels to be prescribed. This allows a road works authority, where reinstatement
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does not meet the required standard and requires remedial work which may be urgent,
to shorten the minimum period for the remedial works to be completed by undertakers.

Resurfacing
Section 30 Power of road works authority to require undertaker to resurface road
85.

Section 30 of the Act gives road works authorities a new power to require undertakers to
resurface a road in certain circumstances. It does this by introducing a new section 132A
to the 1991 Act.

86.

Undertakers affected by this new power are those who have given notice under
section 113 or section 114 of the 1991 Act, are carrying out road works at the time the
road works authority issues the requirement, or are still within the notice period for the
completion of road works. The circumstances in which a road works authority can issue
a notice (to be known as a resurfacing notice) will be set out in regulations, and will
allow the road works authority to require a part of a road to be resurfaced which has
not directly been broken up by the undertaker. Equally, the regulations may restrict the
extent of the resurfacing works which undertakers are required to carry out.

87.

New section 132B gives road works authorities a power to require undertakers to
complete resurfacing within certain time periods. It also requires, through regulations,
road works authorities to consult undertakers on required time periods, and does not
allow the time period to be retrospective from the date when the notice is given. This is
to ensure that the time periods allocated to undertakers for the completion of resurfacing
are reasonable.

88.

New section 132C allows road works authorities to specify the materials and standards
of workmanship to be used by undertakers when completing resurfacing work.

Section 31 Resurfacing: regulations and guidance
89.

New section 132D to the 1991 Act makes provision for detailed regulations on
resurfacing, covering the following areas:
•

information to be provided in a resurfacing notice;

•

the decision making process which a road works authority should follow where
more than one undertaker has been working on the same area of road, but only one
will be served with notice to complete resurfacing;

•

requirements for an undertaker to give notice of any additional events in relation
to resurfacing;

•

circumstances when undertakers can pay a road works authority to complete the
resurfacing itself, rather than the undertaker complete it directly; and

•

appeal mechanisms and dispute resolution.

90.

The Scottish Ministers are placed under a duty to consult any relevant association of
undertakers prior to the making of regulations under section 132D.

91.

New section 132E to the 1991 Act makes provision for detailed guidance (in the form
of a code of practice) on resurfacing which road works authorities and undertakers must
follow in discharging their respective duties under this part of the 1991 Act.

Section 32 Contributions to costs of resurfacing by undertaker
92.

Section 32 of the Act inserts new section 137A in the 1991 Act which sets out how
contributions to the costs of resurfacing should be made. It allows both the road works
authority and undertakers involved in working on an area of road to make contributions
to the undertaker on which notice has been served (under new section 30) to complete
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a resurfacing. Details of payments, exemptions, and dispute resolution will be set out
in regulations.
93.

Section 32 also provides that any costs incurred by an undertaker (including any costs
of a road works authority which are borne by the undertaker) in consequence of a failure
by the undertaker to comply with any duty under Part IV of the 1991 Act are to be
treated as having been incurred unreasonably.

94.

Subsection (3) of section 155 of the 1991 Act is amended in line with section 32.

Enforcement of 1991 Act
Section 33 Increase in penalties for summary offences under the 1991 Act
95.

Section 33 introduces an increase in penalties for offences listed in column 1, schedule
2 to the Act. Some penalties are being raised to level 4 (£2,500) and others to level 5
(£5,000).

Section 34 Fixed penalty offences
96.

Section 34 introduces new section 154A which provides for fixed penalties for certain
offences as set out in schedules 4 and 5 to the Act. The table identifying the offences to
which fixed penalties apply is in schedule 4 of the Act (which inserts a new Schedule 6A
to the 1991 Act). The details of how the fixed penalty system will operate are contained
in schedule 5 to the Act (which inserts a new Schedule 6B to the 1991 Act).

97.

Subsection (1) of section 154A of the 1991 Act provides that any offence which is listed
in the first column of the new Schedule 6A to the 1991 Act is a fixed penalty offence.

98.

Subsection (2) of section 154A of the 1991 Act provides that offences committed by
virtue of section 166 of the 1991 Act are not fixed penalty offences. In general terms, the
effect of section 166 is that in cases where an offence by a body corporate is committed
with the connivance or consent, or is attributable to any neglect on the part of a director,
manager, secretary or other similar officer of the body, then that officer is also guilty
of an offence and is liable to be prosecuted.

99.

To aid comprehension a chart illustrating the circumstances that may lead to a fixed
penalty notice being issued is shown below. The chart would apply only to offences
relating to a failure to give the prescribed starting date for road works (opening
notice) or a failure to give the prescribed notice for completion of a reinstatement
(closure notice). Other fixed penalty offences such as failure to give the prescribed
advance notice or prescribed notice for emergency works will follow a process. Similar
procedures will apply when skips and scaffolding are placed on the road without the
permission of the relevant roads authority.

Section 35 Civil penalties for certain offences under the 1991 Act
100.

Section 35 introduces section 154B which provides that the Scottish Ministers may
make regulations that will enable road works authorities to impose penalty charges for
breaches of the 1991 Act that are considered appropriate for civil enforcement.

Resolution of disputes under 1991 Act
Section 36 Method of settlement of certain disputes under the 1991 Act
101.

Section 36 introduces a new section 157A, which provides for the settlement of
certain disputes in a manner to be prescribed by regulations. In the 1991 Act disputes
were settled by arbitration. This section allows regulations to be made permitting the
Commissioner or arbitration to settle disputes.
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Enforcement of certain offences under the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
Section 37 Fixed penalty offences under the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
102.

Section 37 introduces new section 130A to the 1984 Act which provides for fixed
penalties for certain offences as prescribed in schedules 6 and 7 to the Act. The table
identifying the offences to which fixed penalties apply is in schedule 6 of the Act (which
inserts a new Schedule 8A to the 1984 Act). The details of how the fixed penalty system
will operate are contained in schedule 7 to the Act (which inserts a new Schedule 8B
to the 1984 Act).

Section 38 Civil penalties for certain offences under the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
103.

Section 38 introduces section 130B to the 1984 Act which provides that the Scottish
Ministers may make regulations that will enable road authorities to impose penalty
charges for breaches of the 1984 Act that are considered appropriate for civil
enforcement.

Section 39 Consultation on regulations and codes of practice
104.

Section 39 introduces section 163A to the 1991 Act, this places a duty on the Scottish
Ministers to consult prior to the making, amending or revoking of regulations or issuing,
amending, revoking or approving a code of practice. Such a provision ensures that
secondary legislation is informed by practitioners.

Part 3: Miscellaneous
Section 40 National travel concession schemes
105.

Section 40 enables the Scottish Ministers, by order, to make national concessionary
travel schemes. A national travel concession scheme provides travel concessions to
‘eligible persons’ travelling on ‘eligible services’ on ‘eligible journeys’. These terms
are defined in subsection (7). The schemes may be new or they may modify or revoke
existing local authority concessionary schemes established under section 93 of the
Transport Act 1985.

106.

Section 40(4) outlines elements which must be included in a national scheme. These
include: the rate of the concession; when the concession is available; the right of
operators to take part in the scheme and the corresponding right of the Scottish
Ministers to require them to take part; payments to operators for providing concessions;
the enforcement of participation by operators in the scheme; and appeals against
compulsory participation.

107.

Section 40(6) makes it a criminal offence punishable by a fine not exceeding level 3
(£1000) on the standard scale if an operator fails to comply with an obligation imposed
under a scheme.

Section 41 Public Transport Users’ Committee for Scotland
108.

Section 41 places a duty on the Scottish Ministers to establish a Public Transport Users’
Committee for Scotland. Subsection (2) provides details of what may be contained
within the order establishing the Committee and subsection (3) enables the Scottish
Ministers to provide the funding, staff and accommodation to enable the committee
to perform its duties. Subsection (4) amends the Freedom of Information (Scotland)
Act 2002 so as to apply to the Public Transport Users’ Committee the duty to disclose
information.
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Section 42 Functions of the Committee
109.

Section 42(1) permits the Committee to consider and make recommendations to the
Scottish Ministers on any matter relating to public transport services.

110.

Section 42(2) places the Committee under a duty to consider and make
recommendations about any other transport matter when asked to do so by the Scottish
Ministers. It is conceivable that the Scottish Ministers will request that the Committee
investigates a particular transport concern with a view to producing for the Scottish
Ministers a report with recommendations.

111.

Section 42(3) permits the Scottish Ministers by order to confer, remove, amend or
transfer the functions of the committee.

112.

Subsection (6) provides a definition of public transport services. School transport and
any excursions and tours are excluded from the remit of the Committee.

Section 43 Guidance and direction to the Committee
113.

Section 43 places a duty on the Committee to have regard to guidance as well as
complying with any written direction of the Scottish Ministers in relation to the
discharge of its functions.

Section 44 Abolition of requirement on local traffic authority to inform the Scottish
Ministers about certain pedestrian crossings
114.

This section amends section 23 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 by removing
the requirement in section 23(2)(c) for a local traffic authority to inform the Scottish
Ministers in writing before establishing, altering or removing a pedestrian crossing.

Section 45 Modification of Highlands and Islands Shipping Services Act 1960 and
loans for transport-related purposes
115.

Section 45 modifies the effect of the Highlands & Islands Shipping Services Act 1960 as
regards devolved purposes for Scotland. The Act is not affected for reserved purposes.
Subsections (3) to (6) amend section 70 of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 so as
to permit the Scottish Ministers to make loans as well as grants for transport-related
purposes.

Section 46 Amendment of procedure for dealing with applications for harbour
orders
116.

Section 46 amends paragraph 18 of Schedule 3 to the Harbours Act 1964 so as to give
the Scottish Ministers greater discretion to determine whether objections raised to an
application for a harbour order should be dealt with by means of a public inquiry, a
hearing or by written representations.

Section 47 Amendment of procedure where harbour revision orders are made by
the Scottish Ministers of their own motion
117.

Section 47 amends paragraph 28 of Schedule 3 to the Harbours Act 1964, in relation
to harbour revision orders made by the Scottish Ministers of their own motion, in the
same way as section 46 amends the procedure for ‘applied for’ harbour orders.

Section 48 Transitional provision for sections 46 and 47
118.

Section 48 ensures that the amendments to the harbour orders procedure will not apply
to pre-existing applications.
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Section 49 Badges for vehicles used for disabled people: change of terminology
119.

Section 49 changes the word ‘institution’ to ‘organisation’ in the legislation relating to
the disabled person’s badge (known as the Blue Badge Scheme). The change of wording
will be reflected on the badge that is affixed to vehicles used for disabled people. The
Scottish Executive supported a recommendation, from the Blue Badge review carried
out by the Department of Transport. It was felt that “institution” was stigmatising and
that “organisation” was preferable.

Section 50 Extension of remit of Bus User Complaints Tribunal
120.

Section 50 extends the remit of the Bus User Complaints Tribunal. The Tribunal
currently provides users of local bus services (i.e. those bus services which are available
to the general travelling public) with a voice in improving local services by the means
of a statutory complaints mechanism, for instance where a bus operator has failed to
resolve a complaint in a satisfactory manner. The section extends the remit so as to
include scheduled services such as Express and long-distance coach services. This now
means that all bus services that are available to the general travelling public are able
to be considered.

Section 51 Minor amendments of Transport (Scotland) Act 2001
121.

Section 51(2) amends section 48 of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 to enable local
authorities to operate quality partnerships, quality contracts and joint ticketing schemes
in the area covered by Strathclyde Passenger Transport Authority.

122.

Section 51(3) amends section 54(2) of that Act to ensure that the same physical section
of a road cannot be subject to more than one road user charging scheme at the same time.

123.

Section 51(4) amends section 64 of that Act to introduce subsection (1A) to enable
the appointment of persons (adjudicators) to determine disputes relating to road
user charging and subsection (1B) to provide that local authorities will pay for the
adjudicators.

124.

Section 51(5) rectifies a faulty cross-reference within the Transport (Scotland) Act
2001.

125.

Section 51(6) amends section 79(1) of that Act so that any guidance issued by the
Scottish Ministers, in relation to local transport strategies, can apply to local traffic
authorities as well as to local transport authorities.

126.

Section 51(7) amends section 81(4)(b) of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 as
a consequence of the changes made to section 64 of that Act as introduced by
section 51(4) of this Act.

127.

Section 51(8) amends section 82(1) of that Act so that guidance, under section 79 of the
2001 Act does not have to be issued before a local transport strategy can be prepared
by local traffic authorities as well as by local transport authorities.

128.

Section 51(9) amends paragraph 5 of schedule 1 to that Act to enable a charging
authority to distribute net proceeds from road user charging to any local traffic authority,
local transport authority or other person for the purpose of directly or indirectly
facilitating the achievement of the policies in the charging authority’s local transport
strategy.

Part 4 General
Section 52 Orders and regulations
129.

Section 52 makes provision about orders and regulations under the Act. Subsection
(1) requires them to be made by statutory instrument. Generally, they are subject
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to annulment (subsection (2)), but subsection (3) specifies some which require
to be approved by the Parliament before being made. Orders under section 54
(commencement orders) are not subject to any parliamentary procedure.

Section 53 Interpretation
130.

Section 53 defines “council”, “the Commissioner” and “the 1991 Act” for certain
purposes of the Act.

Section 54 Short title and commencement
131.

Section 54(1) provides the short title, which is the name by which the Act may be cited.

132.

Subsection (2) deals with commencement. It is for the Scottish Ministers to make
provision commencing the Act. Such provision is to be made by order. By virtue of
section 52(4)(b), different provision may be made for different purposes.

SCHEDULES
Schedule 1 Further provision about regional Transport Partnerships
133.

Schedule 1 applies various requirements and gives various administrative functions to
Transport Partnerships to enable them to operate effectively. They will have some of the
characteristics of local authorities and these provisions bring the Transport Partnerships
into line with certain requirements of local government legislation.

134.

Paragraphs 1 to 5 apply to Transport Partnerships the rules on the appointment etc of
staff that apply to local authorities. Paragraph 1 requires the Transport Partnerships to
appoint staff to exercise their functions. Paragraph 2 empowers a Transport Partnership
to indemnify its employees. Paragraph 3 applies to Transport Partnerships similar
provision for security of money entrusted to their employees as it is already available
to local authorities. Paragraph 4 requires employees of the Transport Partnerships to
declare potential conflicts of interest. Paragraph 5 makes it an offence for any employee
of a Transport Partnership to receive, through the exercise of their duties, any payment
or reward other than remuneration and expenses due to them under their contract of
employment. This offence is based on the one already applying to local government
employees.

135.

Paragraph 6 confers on the Transport Partnerships certain powers related to the
acquisition by agreement, compulsory purchase, and development of land. These are
based on the powers already available to local authorities and may only be exercised
by a Transport Partnership in the exercise of its transport functions.

136.

Paragraph 7 gives Transport Partnerships an additional power to develop land which
they had previously acquired under paragraph 6 but no longer need to fulfil the
purposes for which it was originally acquired. Whereas the provision at paragraph
6(5) only enables Transport Partnerships to develop land for the purposes of its
transport functions, the provisions of paragraph 7 are not so restricted. However, land
so developed must be for the use of persons other than the Transport Partnership and the
development must be with a view to disposal of the land. Paragraph 8 ensures that the
development functions conferred on Transport Partnerships by paragraph 7 cannot be
regarded as a function for the purposes of paragraphs 6 and 7 – otherwise this would give
Transport Partnerships wide-ranging powers to buy, sell and develop land unrelated to
their transport functions.

137.

Paragraph 9 confers on the Transport Partnerships the powers to dispose of land that
are already available to local authorities.

138.

Paragraph 10 provides that Transport Partnerships may promote or oppose private
legislation in the Scottish Parliament. Sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) provide circumstances
where a Transport Partnership can assume responsibility for the promotion or
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opposition of private legislation that was previously initiated by another body because
the transport functions of that body were transferred either to the Transport Partnership
or the Scottish Ministers and the latter has then directed the Transport Partnership to
continue the promotion or opposition of the private legislation.
139.

Paragraph 11 requires Transport Partnerships to participate in community planning in
the same way as various other public bodies.

140.

Paragraph 12 ensures that Transport Partnerships have similar powers to councils to
create companies, much in the same manner as, for example, that City of Edinburgh
Council created tie (transport initiatives edinburgh).

141.

Paragraph 13 applies various miscellaneous local authority responsibilities to Transport
Partnerships. These concern, in particular, provisions on legal proceedings. Subparagraph 2 requires each partnership to appoint one of its employees as its proper
officer, in line with the existing requirement on local authorities. This post-holder is
required for the purposes of legal proceedings.

142.

Paragraph 14 requires Transport Partnerships to prepare, publish and give to the
Scottish Ministers, an annual report on the performance of its functions. It also requires
Transport Partnerships to give to the Scottish Ministers, on request, any information
about the performance of their functions.

143.

Paragraph 15 applies to Transport Partnerships certain of the rules governing finance
that already apply to local authorities. Paragraph 11(2) adds Transport Partnerships to
the list of bodies to which Part VII (Finance) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act
1973 applies. One consequence of this is that section 14 of the Local Government in
Scotland Act 2003 applies Part 1 of that Act to those bodies to which Part VII of the 1973
Act applies. So the provisions of part 1 of the 2003 Act apply to Transport Partnerships:
these include, notably, the duty to secure best value (sections 1 and 2).

144.

Paragraph 16 applies to Transport Partnerships various rules governing the entering
into of contracts. These rules already apply to local authorities.

145.

Paragraph 17 amends the Ethical Standards in Public Life etc (Scotland) Act 2000 to
add the Transport Partnerships to the list of devolved public bodies for which they are
to be codes of conduct for their members.

146.

Paragraph 18 enables Transport Partnerships to reimburse observers their expenses.

147.

Paragraph 19 amends the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Act 2002 to include
Transport Partnerships in the list of bodies that the Ombudsman can investigate.

148.

Paragraph 16 amends the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 so as to apply
to Transport Partnerships the duty on public authorities to disclose information.

Schedule 2 Scottish Road Works Commissioner: further provision
149.

Schedule 2 of the Act sets out further provisions in respect of the Commissioner.

150.

Paragraph 1 relates to the terms and conditions, including pension and other allowances
to staff, who have with the consent of the Scottish Ministers, been appointed.

151.

Paragraph 2 places a duty on the Commissioner to prepare, for each financial year and,
in accordance with directions given by the Scottish Ministers, an account of income
and expenditure which will be sent to the Scottish Ministers. The Scottish Ministers
may also direct the time each financial year by which such accounts are to be sent to
the Auditor General for Scotland.

152.

Paragraph 3 places a duty on the Commissioner to, at the end of each financial year, give
to the Scottish Ministers, and publish, a report on performance during that year. The
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Commissioner shall also provide the Scottish Ministers with such information about
the performance of those functions as may be required.
153.

Paragraph 4 makes the Commissioner subject to the duty to disclose information under
the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002.

Schedule 3 Increase in maximum fines for certain summary offences under the
1991 Act
154.

The schedule lists offences and their maximum fine levels as introduced by section 33.

Schedule 4Schedule 6A to the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
155.

The schedule lists fixed penalty offences as introduced by section 34.

Schedule 5Schedule 6B to the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
156.

The chart below provides the detail, for illustrative purposes, of the provisions within
schedule 5 (as well as schedule 7) in respect of the process associated with the payment
of fixed penalties for certain offences.

157.

Schedule 5 paragraph 1(1) provides power for an authorised officer to issue a fixed
penalty notice.

158.

Paragraph 2 provides the Scottish Ministers with the power to set via regulation a time
limit between an offence being committed and an authorised officer being able to give
a fixed penalty notice.

159.

Paragraph 4 provides for the level of the financial limits of the fixed penalty notice
and the period within which payment of the notice should be made. The road works
authority has a power to extend the period of payment.

160.

Paragraph 5 enables offenders to pay a lesser amount in respect of the fixed penalty
notice if they make an earlier payment.

161.

Paragraph 7 enables a person in receipt of a fixed penalty notice to request a hearing in
respect of the offence for which they have been given notice provided that that request
is made within 29 days of receipt of the notice. The request must be made in writing to
the designated person at the address shown on the fixed penalty notice. The road works
authority will hold the meeting and the procurator fiscal will be notified that a hearing
is to be held. The period between a person requesting a hearing and being notified of the
hearing’s decision will not count towards the 29 days for the payment of the penalty.

162.

Paragraph 8 provides for a power of the road works authority to withdraw notices,
in cases where they have been erroneously issued or consider there are extenuating
circumstances. Sub-paragraph (3) provides that a road works authority is bound to
consider any representations made by or on behalf of a person given a notice, and that
they must decide in all circumstances whether to withdraw the notice.

163.

Paragraph 9 ensures that where proceedings have commenced for an offence, in respect
of which a fixed penalty notice has been given, that the fixed penalty notice is to be
treated as withdrawn. This means that a person may be prosecuted for an offence but
in such a circumstance cannot also be punished for non-payment of the fixed penalty
notice associated with that offence.

164.

Paragraph 10 provides for the recovery of unpaid fixed penalty fines. After the expiry
of 29 days the road works authority is able to enforce the unpaid penalty as if it were
an extract registered decree arbitral. In practice this means that the unpaid penalty can
be recovered in the same way as a sum of money due under a civil court decree.
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165.

Paragraph 11 provides a mechanism under which disputes as to whether or not a fixed
penalty has been paid or a hearing sought within the period for paying can be resolved
by the courts. Sub-paragraph (1) enables a person who is in dispute with a road works
authority to apply to the sheriff by summary application for a declaration that the fixed
penalty cannot be enforced under paragraph 10 either because the fixed penalty has
been paid or a request for a hearing has been made within the period for paying.

166.

Paragraph 11(2) provides that the sheriff may declare that the person has or has not
paid the penalty or requested a hearing within the period for paying and that the fixed
penalty is or is not enforceable under paragraph 10.

167.

Paragraph 12 permits the road works authorities to retain a proportion of the monies
raised from the application of fixed penalty notices raised to cover their costs in
administering the fixed penalty notice process. All surplus monies will revert to the
Scottish Ministers.

168.

Paragraph 13 provides the Scottish Ministers with powers to make regulations
prescribing the circumstances in which a fixed penalty notice may not be given and the
methods for the payment of penalties.

169.

Paragraph 14 allows the Scottish Ministers to issue or approve a code of practice giving
guidance to road works authorities and their authorised officers as to the performance
of their functions in relation to fixed penalty notices.

170.

The schematic above provides the detail, for illustrative purposes, of the provisions
within schedule 5 in respect of the process associated with payment of fixed penalties
for certain offences.

Schedule 6Schedule 8A to the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
171.

The schedule lists fixed penalty offences introduced by section 37.

Schedule 7Schedule 8B to the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
172.

Schedule 7 contains similar provisions to those contained at schedule 5.

NEW ROAD AND STREET WORKS ACT 1991 PART IV ROAD WORKS IN
SCOTLAND
(NB THIS TEXT IS PROVIDED FOR GUIDANCE ONLY AND ACCURACY
IS NOT WARRANTED)
Key:
New = this is new text inserted by the Act
text
inserted
Text = this is existing text which has been deleted or repealed
deleted
or
repealed
“Introductory provisions
107.
(1)

107. Roads, road works and undertakers.
In this Part a "road" means any way (other than a substitute road made under
section 74(1) of the [1984 c. 54.] Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 or a waterway) whether or
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not there is over it a public right of passage and whether or not it is for the time being
formed as a way; and the expression includes a square or court, and any part of a road.
(2)

Where a road passes over a bridge or through a tunnel, references in this Part to the
road include that bridge or tunnel.

(3)

In this Part "road works" means works for any purposes other than roads purposes,
being works of any of the following kinds executed in a road in pursuance of a statutory
right or with permission granted under section 109—
(a) placing apparatus, or
(b) inspecting, maintaining, adjusting, repairing, altering or renewing apparatus,
changing the position of apparatus or removing it,
or works required for or incidental to any such works (including, in particular, breaking
up or opening the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or tunnelling or boring
under the road).

(4)

In this Part "undertaker" in relation to road works means the person by whom the
relevant statutory right is exercisable (in the capacity in which it is exercisable by him)
or a person having permission under section 109 to execute road works, as the case
may be.

(5)

References in this Part to the undertaker in relation to apparatus in a road are to the
person entitled, by virtue of a statutory right or a permission granted under section 109,
to carry out in relation to the apparatus such works as are mentioned in subsection (3);
and references to an undertaker having apparatus in the road, or to the undertaker to
whom apparatus belongs, shall be construed accordingly.

108.

108. The road works authority and other relevant authorities.

(1)

In this Part "the road works authority" in relation to a road means, subject to the
following provisions—
(a) if the road is a public road, the roads authority, and
(b) if the road is not a public road, the road managers.

(2)

In the case of a road for which the Secretary of State is the roads authority but in relation
to which a local roads authority acts as his agent under section 4 of the Roads (Scotland)
Act 1984, the local roads authority shall be regarded as the road works authority for the
purposes of section 112 section 112B (duty to enter certain information in the Scottish
Road Works Register) and sections 113 to 119 (advance notice and co-ordination of
works).

(3)

Subsection (1)(b) has effect subject to section 146 as regards the application of this Part
to prospective public roads.

(4)

In this Part the expression "road managers", used in relation to a road which is not a
public road, means the authority, body or person liable to the public to maintain or repair
the road or, if there is none, any authority, body or person having the management or
control of the road.

(5)

The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision for exempting road managers
from provisions of this Part which would otherwise apply to them as the road works
authority in relation to a road.

(6)

References in this Part to the relevant authorities in relation to any road works are to
the roads authority and also—
(a) where the works include the breaking up or opening in the road of a sewer
vested in the local authority, that local authority;
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(b)

(c)

109.

where the road is carried or crossed by a bridge vested in a transport authority,
or crosses or is crossed by any other property held or used for the purposes of
a transport authority, that authority; and
where in any other case the road, not being a public road, is carried or crossed
by a bridge, the bridge authority.

109. Permission to execute road works.

(1)

A road works authority may grant permission in writing, subject to such reasonable
conditions as they consider appropriate, to persons to whom this section applies—
(a) to place, or to retain, apparatus in a road, and
(b) thereafter to inspect, maintain, adjust, repair, alter or renew the apparatus,
change its position or remove it,
and to execute for those purposes any works required for or incidental to such works
(including, in particular, breaking up or opening the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel
under it, or tunnelling or boring under the road).

(2)

A person to whom permission has been granted under this section to execute works may
do so without obtaining any consent which would otherwise be required to be given—
(a) by any other relevant authority in its capacity as such, or
(b) by any person in his capacity as the owner of apparatus affected by the works;
but without prejudice to the provisions of this Part as to the making of requirements
by any such authority or person or as to the settlement of a plan and section and the
execution of the works in accordance with them.

(3)

The granting of permission under this section to a person does not dispense that person
from obtaining any other consent, licence or permission which may be required; and it
does not authorise the installation of apparatus for the use of which the licence of the
Secretary of State is required unless and until that licence has been granted.

(4)

This section applies to persons who are described in one or more of the following
paragraphs—
(a) persons of a prescribed class,
(b) persons carrying out works of a prescribed class,
(c) persons carrying out works in a prescribed area.

(5)

The conditions referred to in subsection (1) may include conditions as to—
(a) the payment of fees,
(b) the future cessation or withdrawal of the permission, and
(c) indemnification of the authority against claims arising out of what is permitted.

(6)

Before granting permission under this section the road works authority shall give not
less than 10 working days' notice to each of the following—
(a) where the works are likely to affect a sewer vested in a local authority, to that
authority,
(b) where the works are to be executed in a part of a road which is carried or crossed
by a bridge vested in a transport authority, or crosses or is crossed by any other
property held or used for the purposes of a transport authority, to that authority,
(c) where in any other case the part of the road in which the works are to be
executed is carried or crossed by a bridge, to the bridge authority,
(d) to any person who has given notice under section 113 (advance notice of certain
works) of his intention to execute road works which are likely to be affected
by the works to which the permission relates, and
(e) to any person having apparatus in the road which is likely to be affected by the
works; but a failure to do so does not affect the validity of the permission.
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(7)

Where permission has been granted under section 61 of the [1984 c. 54.] Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984 in respect of apparatus and the road works authority consider that
permission could be granted under this section in respect of that apparatus, they may
cancel the permission granted under section 61 of the 1984 Act and, if they cancel
that permission, they shall substitute for it permission granted in accordance with
subsection (1) above.

(8)

The works referred to in subsection (1) above do not include works for road purposes.

110.

110. Prohibition of unauthorised road works.

(1)

It is an offence for a person other than the road works authority—
(a) to place apparatus in a road, or
(b) to break up or open a road, or a sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or to tunnel
or bore under a road, for the purpose of placing, inspecting, maintaining,
adjusting, repairing, altering or renewing apparatus, or of changing the position
of apparatus or removing it, otherwise than in pursuance of a statutory right or
in accordance with a permission granted under section 109.

(2)

A person committing an offence under this section is liable on summary conviction to
a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(3)

This section does not apply to—
(a) works for which consent or permission has been given under the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984 by a roads authority,
(b) works for road purposes, or
(c) emergency works of any description.

(4)

If a person commits an offence under this section, the road works authority may—
(a) in the case of an offence under subsection (1)(a), direct him to remove the
apparatus in respect of which the offence was committed, and
(b) in any case, direct him to take such steps as appear to them necessary to reinstate
the road or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it.
If he fails to comply with the direction, the authority may remove the apparatus or, as the
case may be, carry out the necessary works and recover from him the costs reasonably
incurred by them in doing so.

111.

111. Emergency works.

(1)

In this Part "emergency works" means works whose execution at the time when they
are executed is required in order to put an end to, or to prevent the occurrence of,
circumstances then existing or imminent (or which the person responsible for the works
believes on reasonable grounds to be existing or imminent) which are likely to cause
danger to persons or property.

(2)

Where works comprise items some of which fall within the preceding definition, the
expression "emergency works" shall be taken to include such of the items as do not fall
within that definition as cannot reasonably be severed from those that do

(3)

Where in any civil or criminal proceedings brought by virtue of any provision of this
Part the question arises whether works were emergency works, it is for the person
alleging that they were to prove it.

FN1
FN2112.
FN3
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(1)

A road works authority shall keep a register showing with respect to each road for
which they are responsible such information as may be prescribed with respect to the
road works, and such other descriptions of works as may be prescribed, executed or
proposed to be executed in the road.

(2)

The register shall contain such other information, and shall be kept in such form and
manner, as may be prescribed.

(3)

The authority shall make the register available for inspection, at all reasonable hours
and free of charge
(a) so far as it relates to restricted information, by any person having authority
to execute works of any description in the road, or otherwise appearing to the
authority to have a sufficient interest, and
(b) so far as it relates to information which is not restricted, by any person.
The Secretary of State may make provision by regulations as to the information which
is restricted for the purposes of this subsection.

(4)

The Secretary of State may make arrangements for the duties [ FN4 under this section
of such road works authorities as he may specify ] to be discharged by means of one or
more central registers kept by a person appointed in pursuance of the arrangements.

(4A)

Before making any arrangements under subsection (4) the Secretary of State shall
consult
(a) any road works authority having duties under this section which he intends not
to specify for the purposes of the arrangements; and
(b) any undertaker (other than a person having permission under section 109 to
execute road works) having apparatus in a road for which such road works
authority is responsible. ]

(5)

If such arrangements are made the Secretary of State may require[ FN6 the ] road works
authorities[ FN6 so specified ] to participate in and make contributions towards the cost
of the arrangements.

(6)

The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision with respect to any register
kept in pursuance of this section
(a) requiring the registration of such information as may be prescribed, and
(b) requiring the payment of such fee as may be prescribed in respect of the
registration of information of any prescribed description;
and the regulations may contain provision as to the person responsible for securing the
registration of the information and the person liable to pay the fee.

112A.

112A. The Scottish Road Works Register.

(1)

The Scottish Road Works Commissioner (in this Part, “the Commissioner”) shall keep
a register, to be known as the Scottish Road Works Register (in this Part, “the SRWR”).

(2)

The SRWR shall be kept in such form and manner as may be prescribed.

(3)

The Commissioner shall make arrangements so as to enable any person who is required,
by a provision of this Act, to enter particulars, information or a notice in the SRWR, to
have access to the SRWR for that purpose.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations(a) provide that the payment to the Commissioner of the prescribed fee is a
condition of access to the SRWR as mentioned in subsection (3) (and different
fees may be prescribed for access for different purposes), and
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(b)

make other provision as to the payment to the Commissioner by such persons
as are prescribed of such amounts as are prescribed.

(5)

Amounts received by the Commissioner under subsection (4) are to be applied by the
Commissioner to the keeping of the SRWR.

(6)

The Commissioner shall make the SRWR available, at all reasonable times and free of
charge, for inspection—
(a) so far as it relates to restricted information, by any person having authority
to execute works of any description in the road in respect of which that
restricted information is kept in the SRWR or who, not being a person having
that authority, nevertheless appears to the Commissioner to have a sufficient
interest in that information,
(b) so far as it relates to information which is not restricted, by any person.

(7)

In subsection (6), “restricted” information is information of a prescribed description.

112B.

112B. Duty to enter certain information in the Scottish Road Works Register.

(1)

A road works authority shall enter in the SRWR such particulars of each road for which
the authority are responsible as may be prescribed.

(2)

A road works authority proposing to execute works in any such road shall, not later
than such time before the date proposed for the start of the works as may be prescribed,
enter in the SRWR such information relating to that matter (including such information
about the start of the works) as may be prescribed.

(3)

A road works authority which has—
(a) under section 109, granted permission as regards apparatus and works,
(b) under section 115, given directions as to the timing of works, or
(c) under section 115A, given directions as to the placing of apparatus,
shall enter in the SRWR such information relating to that matter as may be prescribed.

(4)

A local roads authority proposing to execute works in roads in pursuance of section 1 of
the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984(c.54) (management and maintenance of certain public
roads) they shall enter in the SRWR such information relating to that matter as may
be prescribed.

(5)

If the Scottish Ministers (as roads authority) propose to execute works in roads under
section 2 of that Act (management and maintenance of certain public roads) they shall
enter in the SRWR such information relating to that matter as may be prescribed.

(6)

On completion of works of the kind referred to in subsection (4) or (5) the roads
authority which executed them shall enter in the SRWR such information about their
completion as may be prescribed.

(7)

A roads authority which has—
(a) under subsection (2) of section 56 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.54),
given an applicant for consent for road works or excavations notice of affected
statutory undertakers,
(b) under subsection (8) of that section, given notification of unlawful works
removed or unlawful excavations filled in,
(c) under section 58(1) of that Act, given permission for the occupation of part of
a road for the deposit of materials or for the erection of staging or scaffolding
projecting over part of a road,
(d) under section 61(1) of that Act, given permission for the placing , leaving,
retention, maintenance, repair or reinstatement of apparatus in or under a road
or the breaking open of or having access to the road,
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(e)

under section 85 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.54), given permission for
the deposit of a skip on a road for which a road works authority are responsible,
(f) under subsection (2) of section 86 of that Act, required the removal or
repositioning of a skip deposited on such a road or removed or repositioned
such a skip,
(g) become aware that a constable has, under subsection (1) of that section,
required or caused the removal or repositioning of such a skip,
(h) given notice under—
(i) section 87 of that Act requiring the removal of a structure from a
road for which a road works authority are responsible and (where
considered requisite under that section) the reinstatement of the road,
or
(ii) section 88 of that Act requiring the removal or alteration of a
projection affecting such a road,
(i) under section 90 of that Act, given consent for the fixing or placing of an
overhead bridge, beam, rail or other apparatus along or across such a road,
(j) under section 91 of that Act, served notice requiring work to be done or carried
out work in relation to such a road, or
(k) under section 92 of that Act, given consent to the planting of a tree or shrub
near a carriageway or required its removal, where the carriageway is, or is
part of, such a road,
shall enter in the SRWR such information relating to that matter as may be prescribed.
(8)

Information to be entered in the SRWR under this section shall be entered in such form
and manner as may be prescribed.
Notice and co-ordination of works

113.

113. Advance notice of certain works.

(1)

In such cases as may be prescribed an undertaker proposing to execute road works shall
give the prescribed advance notice of the works to the road works authority.

(2)

Different periods of notice may be prescribed for different descriptions of works.

(3)

The notice shall contain such information as may be prescribed.

(3A)

For the purposes of subsection (1) an undertaker gives notice by entering in the SRWR
such information as may be prescribed.

(4)

After giving advance notice under this section an undertaker shall comply with such
requirements as may be prescribed, or imposed by the road works authority, as to the
providing of information and other procedural steps to be taken for the purpose of
co-ordinating the proposed works with other works of any description proposed to be
executed in the road.

(5)

An undertaker who fails to comply with his duties under this section commits an offence
and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

114.
(1)

114. Notice of starting date of works.
An undertaker proposing to begin to execute road works involving(a) breaking up or opening the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or
(b) tunnelling or boring under the road,
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shall give not less than 7 working days' notice (or such other notice as may be
prescribed) to the road works authority, to any other relevant authority and to any other
person having apparatus in the road which is likely to be affected by the works.
(2)

Different periods of notice may be prescribed for different descriptions of works or in
cases where the undertaker has been given notice under section 117(1), and cases may
be prescribed in which no notice is required.

(3)

The notice shall state the date on which it is proposed to begin the works and shall
contain such other information as may be prescribed.

(3A)

For the purposes of subsection (1) an undertaker or road works authority which is a
local authority gives notice by—
(a) giving to any relevant authority (not being the road works authority) and to
any other person having apparatus in the road which is likely to be affected
by the works a notice—
(i) stating the date on which it is proposed to begin the works, and
(ii) containing such other information as may be prescribed, and
(b) entering in the SRWR a copy of that notice.

(4)

Where notice is required to be given under this section, the works shall not be begun
without notice or before the end of the notice period, except with the consent of those
to whom notice is required to be given.

(5)

An undertaker who begins to execute any works in contravention of this section
commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level
4 on the standard scale.

(6)

In proceedings against a person for such an offence it is a defence for him to show that
the contravention was attributable(a) to his not knowing the position, or not knowing of the existence, of another
person's apparatus, or
(b) to his not knowing the identity or address of(i) a relevant authority, or
(ii) the person to whom any apparatus belongs,
and that his ignorance was not due to any negligence on his part or to any failure to
make inquiries which he ought reasonably to have made.

(7)

A notice under this section shall cease to have effect if the works to which it relates
are not substantially begun before the end of the period of seven working days (or such
other period as may be prescribed) beginning with the starting date specified in the
notice, or such further period as may be allowed by those to whom notice is required
to be given.

115.

115. Power to give directions as to timing of works.

(1)

If it appears to the road works authority(a) that proposed road works are likely to cause serious disruption to traffic, and
(b) that the disruption would be avoided or reduced if the works were carried out
only at certain times, or on certain days (or at certain times on certain days),
the authority may give the undertaker such directions as may be appropriate as to the
times or days (or both) when the works may or may not be carried out.

(1A)

If it appears to a road works authority—
(a) that subsisting road works are causing or are likely to cause serious disruption
to traffic, and
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(b)

that the disruption would be avoided or reduced if the works were to continue
to be carried out only at certain times or on certain days (or at certain times
on certain days),
the authority may give the undertaker such directions as may be appropriate as to the
times or days (or both) when the works may or may not continue to be carried out.
(2)

The procedure for giving a direction shall be prescribed by the Secretary of State.

(2A)

The Scottish Ministers shall by regulations make provision for appeals against
directions under this section, including provision as to the procedure to be followed
on an appeal.

(3)

An undertaker who executes works in contravention of a direction under this section
commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level
5 on the standard scale.

(3A)

An undertaker shall be taken not to have failed to fulfil any statutory duty to afford a
supply or service if, or to the extent that, the failure is attributable to a direction under
this section.

(4)

The Secretary of State may shall issue or approve for the purpose of this section a code
of practice giving practical guidance as to the exercise by road works authorities of the
power conferred by this section; and in exercising that power a road works authority
shall have regard to the code of practice.

115A.

115A. Power to give directions as to placing of apparatus.

(1)

Where—
(a) an undertaker is proposing to execute road works consisting of the placing of
apparatus in a road (the “proposed road”),
(b) placing the apparatus in the proposed road is likely to cause disruption to
traffic, and
(c) it appears to the road works authority that—
(i) there is another road in which the apparatus could be placed (the
“other road”), and
(ii) the conditions in subsection (2) are satisfied,
the authority may by directions require the undertaker not to place the
apparatus in the proposed road (but shall not require the undertaker to place
the apparatus in the other road).

(2)

The conditions referred to in subsection (1)(c)(ii) are that—
(a) disruption to traffic would be avoided or reduced if the apparatus were to be
placed in the other road,
(b) placing the apparatus in the other road would be a reasonable way of achieving
the purpose for which the apparatus is to be placed, and
(c) it is reasonable to require the undertaker not to place the apparatus in the
proposed road.

(3)

Directions under this section may be varied or revoked by further such directions.

(4)

The procedure for giving directions under this section shall be as prescribed.

(5)

The Scottish Ministers shall by regulations make provision for appeals against
directions under this section, including provision as to the procedure to be followed
on an appeal.
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(6)

An undertaker who executes works in contravention of directions under this section
commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level
5 on the standard scale.

(7)

An undertaker shall be taken not to have failed to fulfil any statutory duty to afford a
supply or service if, or to the extent that, the failure is attributable to a direction under
this section.

(8)

The Scottish Ministers shall issue or approve for the purposes of this section a code of
practice giving practical guidance as to the exercise by road works authorities of the
power conferred by this section; and in exercising that power a road works authority
shall have regard to the code of practice.”.

116.

116. Notice of emergency works.

(1)

Nothing in section 113 (advance notice), section 114 (notice of starting date) or
section 115 (directions as to timing of works) or section 115A (power to give directions
as to placing of apparatus) affects the right of an undertaker to execute emergency
works.

(2)

An undertaker executing emergency works shall, if the works are of a kind in respect of
which notice is required by section 114, give notice as soon as reasonably practicable,
and in any event within two hours (or such other period as may be prescribed) of the
works being begun, to the persons to whom notice would be required to be given under
that section.

(3)

The notice shall state his intention or, as the case may be, the fact that he has begun to
execute the works and shall contain such other information as may be prescribed.

(3A)

For the purposes of subsection (2) an undertaker or road works authority which is a
local authority gives notice by—
(a) giving to each person to whom notice would be required to be given under
section 114 a notice—
(i) stating the undertaker’s or road works authority’s intention, or as the
case may be, the fact that he has or they have begun to execute the
works, and
(ii) containing such other information as may be prescribed, and
(b) entering in the SRWR a copy of that notice.

(4)

An undertaker who fails to give notice in accordance with this section commits an
offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the
standard scale.

(5)

In proceedings against a person for such an offence it is a defence for him to show that
the contravention was attributable(a) to his not knowing the position, or not knowing of the existence, of another
person's apparatus, or
(b) to his not knowing the identity or address of(i) a relevant authority, or
(ii) the person to whom any apparatus belongs,
and that his ignorance was not due to any negligence on his part or to any failure to
make inquiries which he ought reasonably to have made.

117.

117. Restriction on works following substantial works carried out for road
purposes.
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(1)

Where it is proposed to carry out substantial works in a road, the road works authority
may by notice in accordance with this section restrict the execution of road works during
the twelve months such period following the completion of those works.
For this purpose substantial works means works for road purposes, or such works
together with other works, of such description as may be prescribed.

(2)

The notice shall be published in the prescribed manner entered in the SRWR and shall
specify the nature and location of the proposed works, the date (not being less than three
months after the notice is published so entered, or first published so entered) on which
it is proposed to begin the works, and the extent of the restriction.

(3)

A copy of the notice shall be given to each of the following(a) where there is a sewer vested in a [sewerage ] authority in the part of the road
to which the restriction relates, to that authority,
(b) where the part of the road to which the restriction relates is carried or crossed
by a bridge vested in a transport authority, or crosses or is crossed by any other
property held or used for the purposes of a transport authority, to that authority,
(c) where in any other case the part of the road to which the restriction relates is
carried or crossed by a bridge, to the bridge authority,
(d) any person who has given notice under section 113 (advance notice of certain
works) of his intention to execute road works in the part of the road to which
the restriction relates, and
(e) any other person having apparatus in the part of the road to which the restriction
relates,
but a failure to do so does not affect the validity of the restriction imposed by the notice.

(4)

A notice ceases to be effective if the works to which it relates are not substantially
begun(a) on or within one month from the date specified in the notice, or
(b) where road works are in progress in the part of the road to which the restriction
relates on that date, within one month from the completion of those works.

(5)

An undertaker shall not in contravention of a restriction imposed by a notice under this
section break up or open the part of the road to which the restriction relates, except(a) to execute emergency works,
(b) with the consent of the road works authority, or
(c) in such other cases as may be prescribed.

(6)

If he does(a) he commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 5 on the standard scale, and
(b) if convicted of an offence under this subsection he is liable to reimburse the road
works authority any costs reasonably incurred by them in reinstating the road.

(7)

The consent of the road works authority under subsection (5)(b) shall not be
unreasonably withheld; and any question whether the withholding of consent is
unreasonable shall be settled by arbitration in the prescribed manner.

(8)

An undertaker shall be taken not to have failed to fulfil any statutory duty to afford
a supply or service if, or to the extent that, his failure is attributable to a restriction
imposed by a notice under this section.

(9)

The Scottish Ministers may issue or approve for the purposes of this section a code
of practice giving practical guidance as to the performance by road works authorities
of their functions under this section; and in carrying out those functions a road works
authority shall have regard to the code of practice.
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118.

118. General duty of road works authority to co-ordinate works.

(1)

A road works authority shall use their best endeavours to co-ordinate the execution of
works of all kinds (including works for road purposes) in the roads for which they are
responsible(a) in the interests of safety,
(b) to minimise the inconvenience to persons using the road (having regard, in
particular, to the needs of people with a disability), and
(c) to protect the structure of the road and the integrity of apparatus in it.

(2)

That duty extends to co-ordination with other road works authorities where works in
a road for which one authority are responsible affect roads for which other authorities
are responsible.

(2A)

In discharging their duty under this section, a road works authority shall have regard
to all information in the SRWR which relates to the functions of the authority.

(2B)

A road works authority shall, so as to maximise the utility of that information for the
purposes of subsection (2A)—
(a) assist the Commissioner in complying with the duty imposed by subsection (1)
of section 112A (as read with subsection (2) of that section), and
(b) keep that information under surveillance.

(3)

The Secretary of State shall issue or approve for the purposes of this section codes of
practice giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned above; and in discharging
their general duty of co-ordination and the specific duties imposed by subsections (2)
to (2B)a road works authority shall have regard to any such code of practice.

(3A)

In discharging all the duties referred to in subsection (3), a road works authority
shall have regard also to such guidance as is contained in the practice referred to in
section 15(3)(b) of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).

(4)

If it appears to the Secretary of State Commissioner that a road works authority are not
properly discharging their general duty of co-ordination, he may direct the authority to
supply him with such information as he considers necessary to enable him to decide
whether that is the case and if so what action to take.
The direction shall specify the information to be provided and the period within which
it is to be provided.

(5)

If after the end of that period (whether or not the direction has been complied with)
it appears to the Secretary of State Commissioner that the authority are not properly
discharging their general duty of co-ordination, he may direct the authority to take such
steps as he considers appropriate for the purpose of discharging that duty.
The direction shall specify the steps to be taken and the period within which they are
to be taken, and may include a requirement to make a report or periodic reports to the
Secretary of State Commissioner as to what steps have been taken and the results of
taking them.

(6)
119.
(1)

A direction under this section may be varied or revoked by a further direction.
119. General duty of undertakers to co-operate.
An undertaker shall as regards the execution of road works use his best endeavours to
co-operate with the road works authority and with other undertakers(a) in the interests of safety,
(b) to minimise the inconvenience to persons using the road (having regard, in
particular, to the needs of people with a disability), and
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(c)

to protect the structure of the road and the integrity of apparatus in it.

(1A)

In discharging the duty under this section, an undertaker shall have regard to all
information in the SRWR about matters which might affect, or be affected by, works
being or proposed to be carried out by the undertaker.

(1B)

An undertaker shall, so as to maximise the utility of that information for the purposes
of subsection (1A)—
(a) assist the Commissioner in complying with the duty imposed by subsection (1)
of section 112A (as read with subsection (2) of that section), and
(b) keep that information under surveillance.

(1C)

In subsections (1A) and (1B), “undertaker” does not include a person having
permission under section 109 to execute road works

(2)

The Secretary of State shall issue or approve for the purposes of this section codes of
practice giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned in subsection (1); and(a) so far as an undertaker complies with such a code of practice he shall be taken
to comply with his duty under that subsection, and
(b) a failure in any respect to comply with any such code is evidence of failure in
that respect to comply with that duty.

(2A)

In discharging the duties imposed by subsections (1) to (1B), an undertaker)shall(a) comply with any direction in that respect given to the undertaker by the
Commissioner, and
(b) have regard to such guidance as is contained in the practice referred to in
section 17(4)(b) of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 (asp00),
and paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (2) shall apply in relation to any such direction
as they apply in relation to the code of practice referred to in that subsection.

(2B)

If it appears to the Commissioner that an undertaker is not properly complying with
his duty under subsection (1), he may direct the undertaker to supply him with such
information as he considers necessary to enable him to decide whether that is the case
and, if so, what action to take.
The direction shall specify the information to be provided and the period within which
it is to be provided.

(3)

An undertaker who fails to comply with his duty under subsection (1) commits an
offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the
standard scale.

(4)

A direction under this section may be varied or revoked by a further direction.

119A.

119A. Enforcement of section 119: imposition of penalties

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may, by regulations, make provision for or in connection with—
(a) the imposition by the Commissioner of penalties on road works authorities and
undertakers who fail to comply with duties imposed on them by sections 118
and 119 respectively,
(b) the payment of such penalties.

(2)

The regulations may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the notification and enforcement of penalties,
(b) the level of penalties,
(c) appeals against the imposition of penalties including the appointment of
persons to hear and determine such appeals.
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Roads subject to special controls
120.
(1)

120. Protected roads.
The consent of the road works authority is required for the placing of apparatus by an
undertaker in a protected road, except as mentioned below.
The following are "protected roads" for this purpose(a) any road or proposed road which is a special road in accordance with section 7
of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984, and
(b) any road designated by the road works authority as protected.

(2)

Consent is not required for the placing of apparatus(a) by way of renewal of existing apparatus, or
(b) in pursuance of a permission granted under section 109 of this Act (permission
to execute road works) or section 61 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(permission to place and maintain apparatus under a road), except where the
permission was granted before the road became a protected road.

(3)

The road works authority may require the payment of(a) a reasonable fee in respect of the legal or other expenses incurred in connection
with the giving of their consent under this section, and
(b) an annual fee of a reasonable amount for administering the consent;
and any such fee is recoverable from the undertaker.
This shall not be construed as affecting any right of the authority where they own the
land on which the road is situated to grant, subject to such terms and conditions as they
think fit, the right to place anything in, under or over the land.

(4)

Where the apparatus is to be placed crossing the protected road and not running along
it, the road works authority shall not withhold their consent unless there are special
reasons for doing so.

(5)

Consent to the placing of apparatus in a protected road may be given subject to
conditions; and the road works authority may agree to contribute to the expenses
incurred by the undertaker in complying with the conditions.

(6)

Any dispute between a road works authority and an undertaker as to the withholding
of consent, the imposition of conditions, or the making of contributions shall be settled
by arbitration in the prescribed manner.

(7)

An undertaker having a statutory duty to afford a supply or service shall not be regarded
as in breach of that duty if, or to the extent that, it is not reasonably practicable to afford
a supply or service by reason of anything done by the road works authority in exercise
of their functions in relation to a protected road.

121.

121. Supplementary provisions as to designation of protected roads.

(1)

The Secretary of State may prescribe(a) the criteria for designating a road as protected,
(b) the procedure for making or withdrawing such a designation, and
(c) the information to be made available by a road works authority as to the roads
for the time being designated by them.

(2)

Where a road has been designated as protected the road works authority may direct an
undertaker to remove or change the position of apparatus placed in the road at a time
when it was not so designated.
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The authority shall indemnify the undertaker in respect of his reasonable expenses in
complying with such a direction.
(3)

Where a designation is withdrawn the road works authority may give such directions
as they consider appropriate as to(a) the continuance in force of any conditions subject to which consent was given
for the placing of apparatus in the road, and
(b) the continuance of entitlement to any contributions in respect of the expenses
of an undertaker in complying with such conditions.

(4)

Where a designation is made or withdrawn the road works authority may give such
directions as they consider appropriate with respect to works in progress in the road
when the designation comes into force or ceases to have effect.

(5)

Any dispute between a road works authority and an undertaker as to the exercise by the
authority of their powers under subsection (2), (3) or (4) shall be settled by arbitration
in the prescribed manner.

(6)

Where a road has been designated as protected, the roads authority shall indicate that
it has been so designated in the list of public roads which they are obliged to maintain
by virtue of section 1 or 2 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.

122.

122. Roads with special engineering difficulties.

(1)

The provisions of Schedule 6 have effect for requiring the settlement of a plan and
section of road works to be executed in a road designated by the road works authority
as having special engineering difficulties.

(2)

The Secretary of State may prescribe(a) the criteria for designating a road as having special engineering difficulties,
(b) the procedure for making or withdrawing such a designation, and
(c) the information to be made available by a road works authority as to the roads
for the time being so designated by them.

(3)

Where a local roads authority are asked to designate a road as having special
engineering difficulties(a) by a transport authority on the ground of the proximity of the road to a structure
belonging to, or under the management or control of, the authority, or
(b) by an undertaker having apparatus in the road,
and decline to do so, the transport authority or undertaker may appeal to the Secretary
of State who may direct that the road be designated.

(4)

The designation of a road as having special engineering difficulties shall not be
withdrawn except after consultation with any transport authority or undertaker at whose
request the designation was made; and a designation made in pursuance of a direction
by the Secretary of State shall not be withdrawn except with his consent.

(5)

Where a road has been designated as having special engineering difficulties, the roads
authority shall indicate that it has been so designated in the list of public roads which
they are obliged to maintain by virtue of section 1 or 2 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.

123.
(1)

123. Traffic-sensitive roads.
Regulations made for the purposes of section 113, 114 or 116 (notices required to be
given in respect of road works) may make special provision in relation to road works
in a road designated by the road works authority as traffic-sensitive.
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(2)

The Secretary of State may prescribe(a) the criteria for designating a road as traffic-sensitive,
(b) the procedure for making or withdrawing such a designation, and
(c) the information to be made available by a road works authority as to the roads
for the time being so designated by them.

(3)

If it appears to the road works authority that the prescribed criteria are met only at
certain times or on certain dates, a limited designation may be made accordingly.
In such a case the reference in subsection (1) to the execution of works in a road
designated as traffic-sensitive shall be construed as a reference to works so executed
at those times or on those dates.

(4)

Where a road has been designated as traffic-sensitive, the roads authority shall indicate
that it has been so designated in the list of public roads which they are obliged to
maintain by virtue of section 1 or 2 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.
General requirements as to execution of road works

124.

124. Safety measures.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works shall secure(a) that any part of the road which is broken up or open, or is obstructed by plant or
materials used or deposited in connection with the works, is adequately guarded
and lit, and
(b) that such traffic signs are placed and maintained, and where necessary operated,
as are reasonably required for the guidance or direction of persons using the
road, and in accordance with section 120 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(duty to have regard to the needs of people with a disability).

(2)

In discharging in relation to a road his duty with respect to the placing, maintenance
or operation of traffic signs, an undertaker shall comply with any directions given by
the traffic authority.
The power of the traffic authority to give directions under this subsection is exercisable
subject to any directions given by the Secretary of State under section 65 of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1984.

(3)

The Secretary of State may issue or approve for the purposes of this section codes of
practice giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned in subsection (1); and(a) so far as an undertaker complies with such a code of practice he shall be taken
to comply with that subsection; and
(b) a failure in any respect to comply with any such code is evidence of failure in
that respect to comply with that subsection.

(4)

An undertaker who fails to comply with subsection (1) or (2) commits an offence and
is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(5)

If it appears to the road works authority that an undertaker has failed to comply with
subsection (1) or (2), they may take such steps as appear to them necessary and may
recover from the undertaker the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.

(6)

If a person without lawful authority or excuse(a) takes down, alters or removes any fence, barrier, traffic sign or light erected or
placed in pursuance of subsection (1) or (2) above, or
(b) extinguishes a light so placed,
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he commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
level 5 on the standard scale.
125.

125. Avoidance of unnecessary delay or obstruction.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works which involve(a) breaking up or opening the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or
(b) tunnelling or boring under the road,
shall carry on and complete the works with all such dispatch as is reasonably practicable.

(2)

An undertaker who fails to do so commits an offence and is liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(3)

Where an undertaker executing any road works creates an obstruction in a road to
a greater extent or for a longer period than is reasonably necessary, the road works
authority may by notice require him to take such reasonable steps as are specified in
the notice to mitigate or discontinue the obstruction.

(4)

If the undertaker fails to comply with such a notice within 24 hours of receiving it, or
such longer period as the authority may specify, the authority may take the necessary
steps and recover from him the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.

126.

126. Qualifications of supervisors and operatives.

(1)

It is the duty of an undertaker executing road works involving(a) breaking up the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or
(b) tunnelling or boring under the road,
to secure that, except in such cases as may be prescribed, the execution of the works is
supervised by a person having a prescribed qualification as a supervisor.

(1A)

A road works authority may (unless the case is one excepted from subsection (1)) by
notice require an undertaker executing road works—
(a) to notify them of the name of—
(i) the person who is currently the qualified supervisor required under
subsection (1), and
(ii) each person who has previously been the qualified supervisor so
required, and
(b) to provide them with such evidence of the requisite qualification of the person
or, as the case may be, each person named as may be prescribed.

(2)

It is the duty of an undertaker executing road works involving(a) breaking up or opening the road, or any sewer, drain or tunnel under it, or
(b) tunnelling or boring under the road,
to secure that, except in such cases as may be prescribed, there is on site at all times when
any such works are in progress at least one person having a prescribed qualification as
a trained operative.

(2A)

A road works authority may (unless the case is one excepted from subsection (2) by
notice require an undertaker executing road works—
(a) to notify them of the name of—
(i) a person whose presence on site at any time specified in the notice
(being a time when the works were in progress) enabled the undertaker
to comply with his duty under subsection (2), or
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(ii)

(B)

each person whose presence on site during the progress of the works
enabled the undertaker to comply with his duty under subsection (2),
and
to provide them such evidence of the requisite qualification of the or, as the
case may be, each person named as may be prescribed.

(2B)

A notice under subsection (1A) or (2A) may be given at any time while the works are
being executed or within such period after their completion as may be prescribed.

(2C)

The undertaker shall comply with a notice under subsection (1A) or (2A) within such
period and in such way as may be prescribed.

(3)

An undertaker who fails to comply with his duty under subsection (1) or (2) , (2) or
(2C) commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
level 5 on the standard scale.

(4)

Regulations made by the Secretary of State for the purposes of this section may include
provision with respect to.
(a) the approval of bodies conferring qualifications (and the withdrawal of such
approval), and
(b) the circumstances in which a qualification may be conferred and
(c) the form of any document to be issued by an approved body to certify or
otherwise show that a qualification has been conferred on any person.

126A.

126A. Duty of authorities, undertakers etc. to ensure competence of employees
etc.
Each of the authorities and other persons set out in the first column below shall use
their or, as the case may be, his best endeavours to ensure that each of that authority’s
or, as the case may be, that person’s employees or agents whose duty it is to carry out
for that authority or person a function conferred on that authority or person by or under
an enactment set out relative to that authority or person in the second column below
is competent to perform that duty—

127.

A road works authority

Section 112B(1) and (2) of this Act; section 18 of
the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 (asp 00) (duty
to provide Scottish Road Works Commissioner with
certain information).

A roads authority

Section 112B(4) to (7) of this Act.

An undertaker

Sections 113(1), 114(1) and 116(2) of this Act;
section 18 of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005
(asp 00) (duty to provide Scottish Road Works
Commissioner with certain information).

127. Facilities to be afforded to road works authority.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works shall afford the road works authority reasonable
facilities for ascertaining whether he is complying with his duties under this Part.

(2)

An undertaker who fails to afford the road works authority such facilities commits an
offence in respect of each failure and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

128.

128. Works likely to affect other apparatus in the road.
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(1)

Where road works are likely to affect another person's apparatus in the road, the
undertaker executing the works shall take all reasonably practicable steps(a) to give the person to whom the apparatus belongs reasonable facilities for
monitoring the execution of the works, and
(b) to comply with any requirement made by him which is reasonably necessary
for the protection of the apparatus or for securing access to it.

(2)

An undertaker who fails to comply with subsection (1) commits an offence in respect
of each failure and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on
the standard scale.

(3)

In proceedings against a person for such an offence it is a defence for him to show that
the failure was attributable(a) to his not knowing the position, or not knowing of the existence, of another
person's apparatus, or
(b) to his not knowing the identity or address of the person to whom any apparatus
belongs,
and that his ignorance was not due to any negligence on his part or to any failure to
make inquiries which he ought reasonably to have made.
Reinstatement

129.

129. Duty of undertaker to reinstate.

(1)

It is the duty of the undertaker by whom road works are executed to reinstate the road.

(2)

He shall begin the reinstatement as soon after the completion of any part of the road
works as is reasonably practicable and shall carry on and complete the reinstatement
with all such dispatch as is reasonably practicable.

(3)

He shall before the end of the next working day after the day on which the reinstatement
is completed inform the road works authority give the required notice that he has
completed the reinstatement of the road, stating whether the reinstatement is permanent
or interim.

(4)

If it is interim, he shall complete the permanent reinstatement of the road as soon as
reasonably practicable and in any event within six months (or such other period as may
be prescribed) from the date on which the interim reinstatement was completed; and he
shall notify the road works authority give the required notice when he has done so.

(5)

The permanent reinstatement of the road shall include, in particular, the reinstatement
of features designed to assist people with a disability.

(5A)

For the purposes of subsection (3) or (4) an undertaker gives the required notice by—
(a) giving to the Commissioner a notice containing such information as may be
prescribed, and
(b) entering in the SRWR a copy of that notice.

(6)

An undertaker who fails to comply with any provision of this section commits an
offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the
standard scale.

(7)

In proceedings against a person for an offence of failing to comply with subsection (2)
it is a defence for him to show that any delay in reinstating the road was in order to
avoid hindering the execution of other works, or other parts of the same works, to be
undertaken immediately or shortly thereafter.
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130.

130. Materials, workmanship and standard of reinstatement.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works shall in reinstating the road comply with such
requirements as may be prescribed as to the specification of materials to be used and
the standards of workmanship to be observed.

(2)

He shall also ensure that the reinstatement conforms to such performance standards as
may be prescribed(a) in the case of interim reinstatement, until permanent reinstatement is effected,
and
(b) in the case of permanent reinstatement, for the prescribed period after the
completion of the reinstatement.
This obligation is extended in certain cases and restricted in others by the provisions of
section 132 as to cases where a reinstatement is affected by subsequent works.

(3)

Regulations made for the purposes of this section may make different provision in
relation to different classes of excavation and different descriptions of road, and in
relation to interim and permanent reinstatement.

(4)

The Secretary of State may issue or approve for the purposes of this section codes of
practice giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned in subsections (1) and
(2); and regulations made for the purposes of this section may provide that(a) so far as an undertaker complies with such a code of practice he shall be taken
to comply with his duties under this section; and
(b) a failure in any respect to comply with any such code is evidence of failure in
that respect to comply with those duties.

(5)

An undertaker who fails to comply with his duties under this section commits an offence
and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

131.
(1)

131. Powers of road works authority in relation to reinstatement.
The road works authority may carry out such investigatory works as appear to them to
be necessary to ascertain whether an undertaker has complied with his duties under this
Part with respect to reinstatement.
If such a failure is disclosed, the undertaker shall bear the cost of the investigatory
works; if not, the road works authority shall bear the cost of the investigatory works
and of any necessary reinstatement.

(2)

Where an undertaker has failed to comply with his duties under this Part with respect
to reinstatement, he shall bear the cost of(a) a joint inspection with the road works authority to determine the nature of the
failure and what remedial works need to be undertaken,
(b) an inspection by the authority of the remedial works in progress, and
(c) an inspection by the authority when the remedial works have been completed.

(3)

The road works authority may by notice require an undertaker who has failed to comply
with his duties under this Part with respect to reinstatement to carry out the necessary
remedial works within such period of not less than 7 working days not being shorter
than such period as may be prescribed as may be specified in the notice.
If he fails to comply with the notice, the authority may carry out the necessary works
and recover from him the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.

(3A)

Different minimum periods may be prescribed under subsection (3) for different
descriptions of remedial works; and cases may be so prescribed in which no minimum
period applies.
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(4)

If it appears to the road works authority that a failure by an undertaker to comply with
his duties under this Part as to reinstatement is causing danger to users of the road, the
authority may carry out the necessary works without first giving notice and may recover
from him the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.
They shall, however, give notice to him as soon as reasonably practicable stating their
reasons for taking immediate action.

132.

132. Reinstatement affected by subsequent works.

(1)

The provisions of this section apply in relation to an undertaker's duty under
section 130(2) to ensure that a reinstatement conforms to the prescribed performance
standards for the requisite period; and references to responsibility for a reinstatement
and to the period of that responsibility shall be construed accordingly.

(2)

Where a reinstatement is affected by remedial works executed by the undertaker in order
to comply with his duties under this Part with respect to reinstatement and the extent
of the works exceeds that prescribed, the subsequent reinstatement shall be treated as a
new reinstatement as regards the period of his responsibility.

(3)

Where the road works authority carry out investigatory works in pursuance of
section 131(1) and the investigation does not disclose any failure by the undertaker
to comply with his duties under this Part with respect to reinstatement, then, to the
extent that the original reinstatement has been disturbed by the investigatory works, the
responsibility of the undertaker for the reinstatement shall cease.

(4)

Where a reinstatement is affected by remedial works executed by the road works
authority in exercise of their powers under section 131(3) or (4) (powers to act in default
of undertaker)
(a) the undertaker is responsible for the subsequent reinstatement carried out by
the authority, and
(b) if the extent of the works exceeds that prescribed, the subsequent reinstatement
shall be treated as a new reinstatement as regards the period of his
responsibility.

(5)

The following provisions apply where a reinstatement is affected by subsequent works
in the road otherwise than as mentioned above.

(6)

If the reinstatement is dug out to any extent in the course of the subsequent works, the
responsibility of the undertaker for the reinstatement shall cease to that extent.

(7)

If in any other case the reinstatement ceases to conform to the prescribed performance
standards by reason of the subsequent works, the responsibility of the undertaker for
the reinstatement is transferred to the person executing the subsequent works; and the
provisions of this Part apply in relation to him as they would have applied in relation
to the undertaker.

(8)

Where there are successive subsequent works affecting a reinstatement, then as between
earlier and later works(a) subsections (6) and (7) apply in relation to the cessation or transfer of the
responsibility of the person for the time being responsible for the reinstatement;
and
(b) if the reinstatement ceases to conform to the prescribed performance standards
by reason of the works or any of them, it shall be presumed until the contrary
is proved that this was caused by the later or last of the works.
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Resurfacing
132A.

132A. Power to require undertaker to resurface road

(1)

In prescribed circumstances, the road works authority may by notice (a “resurfacing
notice”) require an undertaker within subsection (2) to execute such resurfacing works
in a road as may be specified in the notice.

(2)

An undertaker is within this subsection if—
(a) he has given notice under section 113 or 114 of proposed road works,
(b) he is executing road works, or
(c) he has, within such period ending with the giving of the notice as may be
prescribed (or if no period is prescribed, at any time), executed road works,
and the works will involve, involve or (as the case may be) involved the breaking up
of any part of the road.

(3)

The works specified in the resurfacing notice may relate to any part of the road
(including any part not, and not to be, broken up by the undertaker); but regulations
made by the Scottish Ministers may restrict the extent of the works that may be so
specified.

(4)

The resurfacing notice relieves the undertaker to the extent (if any) specified in the
notice of his duty under section 129 to reinstate the surface of the road; but regulations
made by the Scottish Ministers may restrict the circumstances in which and the extent
to which undertakers may be relieved of that duty.

(5)

The road works authority may by notice to the undertaker vary or withdraw a
resurfacing notice; but regulations made by the Scottish Ministers may restrict the
circumstances in which notices may be varied or withdrawn.

(6)

A road works authority may serve a resurfacing notice notwithstanding that the
authority (in any capacity) are under a duty to undertake any of the works specified
in the notice.

(7)

In this Part—
“resurfacing notice” has the meaning given by subsection (1),
“resurfacing works” means any works relating to the replacement of the surface
of any part of a road,
“surface” includes a paved surface.

132B.

132B. Power to specify timing etc. of resurfacing

(1)

A resurfacing notice may require an undertaker to—
(a) execute the works specified in the notice in stages so specified,
(b) begin the execution of those works (or any stage of them) at or by a date and
time so specified,
(c) execute those works (or any stage of them) at times or on days (or at times on
days) so specified,
(d) complete the execution of those works (or any stage of them) by a date and
time so specified.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision restricting, in some or all
cases, the power to include requirements within subsection (1), including provision
that—
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(a)
(b)

132C.

requires a road works authority to consult an undertaker before a prescribed
description of requirement is included in a notice,
provides that any date specified in a notice for the beginning, execution or
completion of works shall not be earlier than a prescribed period from the date
on which the notice is given.

132C. Materials, workmanship and standard of resurfacing

(1)

An undertaker who has been served with a resurfacing notice shall, when executing
the works specified in the notice, comply with such requirements as may be prescribed
as to the specification of materials to be used and the standards of workmanship to be
observed.

(2)

The undertaker shall also ensure that, for the prescribed period after completion of the
works, those works conform to such performance standards as may be prescribed.

132D.

132D. Resurfacing: regulations

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make regulations supplementing sections 132A to 132C.

(2)

The regulations may, in particular—
(a) make provision about the information to be contained in a resurfacing notice
(including the way in which resurfacing works are to be described),
(b) prescribe, for cases where a resurfacing notice may be served on more than
one undertaker, the matters that a road works authority shall take into account
when selecting the undertaker to be served with the notice,
(c) impose a requirement on an undertaker, in prescribed circumstances, to give
notice to the road works authority of a prescribed event,
(d) prescribe circumstances in which an undertaker is entitled to pay a sum to the
road works authority instead of executing the works specified in a resurfacing
notice, and make provision about the manner in which such sums are to be
calculated,
(e) confer a right of review or appeal against a resurfacing notice or any
requirement contained in it, and make provision about the period within
which and manner in which any such right may be exercised and about the
determination of appeals and the persons who may determine them,
(f) require disputes of a prescribed description (including disputes as to the
existence of circumstances prescribed under section 132A(1)) to be determined
in such manner and by such persons as may be prescribed,
(g) apply, with or without modifications, any provisions of this Part or of the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984 (c.54) in relation to works specified in a resurfacing notice
(and provide that for those purposes the works are to be treated as road works
or works of any other description).

(3)

The regulations may create, in respect of any breach of a requirement imposed by a
resurfacing notice or of the duty imposed by section 132C, or any contravention of the
regulations, an offence punishable on summary conviction—
(a) where the offence consists of a failure to give a notice in accordance with the
regulations, with a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale,
(b) in any other case, with a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(4)

The first regulations under each of this section and sections 132A to 132C shall not be
made unless a draft of them has been laid before and approved by a resolution of the
Scottish Parliament; subsequent regulations shall be subject to annulment in pursuance
of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
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132E.

132E. Resurfacing: guidance

(1)

The Scottish Ministers shall, for the purposes of sections 132A to 132D (including
regulations under those sections), issue or approve a code of practice giving practical
guidance as to the exercise of powers and the discharge of duties under those sections.

(2)

In exercising those powers and in discharging those duties, road works authorities and
undertakers shall have regard to the code of practice.
Charges, fees and contributions payable by undertakers

133.

133. Charge for occupation of the road where works unreasonably prolonged.

(1)

The Secretary of State may make provision by regulations requiring an undertaker
executing road works in a public road to pay a charge to the roads authority where(a) the duration of the works exceeds such period as may be prescribed, and
(b) the works are not completed within a reasonable period.

(2)

For this purpose "a reasonable period" means such period as is agreed by the authority
and the undertaker to be reasonable or, in default of such agreement, is determined by
arbitration in the prescribed manner to be reasonable, for completion of the works in
question.
In default of agreement, the authority's view as to what is a reasonable period shall be
acted upon pending the decision of the arbiter.

(3)

The regulations may provide that if an undertaker has reason to believe that the duration
of works will exceed the prescribed period he may submit to the authority an estimate
of their likely duration(a) in the case of works in connection with the initial placing of apparatus in the
road in pursuance of a permission granted under section 109 (permission to
execute road works), together with his application for permission,
(b) in the case of other works (not being emergency works), together with his notice
under section 114 (notice of starting date), or
(c) in the case of emergency works, as soon as reasonably practicable after the
works are begun,
and that the period stated in an estimate so submitted shall be taken to be agreed by
the authority to be reasonable unless they give notice, in such manner and within such
period as may be prescribed, objecting to the estimate.

(4)

The regulations may also provide that if it appears to the undertaker that by reason of
matters not previously foreseen or reasonably foreseeable the duration of the works(a) is likely to exceed the prescribed period,
(b) is likely to exceed the period stated in his previous estimate, or
(c) is likely to exceed the period previously agreed or determined to be a reasonable
period,
he may submit an estimate or revised estimate accordingly, and that if he does so any
previous estimate, agreement or determination shall cease to have effect and the period
stated in the new estimate shall be taken to be agreed by the authority to be reasonable
unless they give notice, in such manner and within such period as may be prescribed,
objecting to the estimate.

(5)

The amount of the charge shall be determined in such manner as may be prescribed by
reference to the time taken to complete the works and the extent to which the surface
of the road is affected by the works.
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Different rates of charge may be prescribed according to the place and time at which
the works are executed and such other factors as appear to the Secretary of State to be
relevant.
(6)

The regulations may make provision as to the time and manner of making payment of
any charge.

(7)

The regulations shall provide that a roads authority may reduce the amount, or waive
payment, of a charge in any particular case, in such classes of case as they may decide
or as may be prescribed, or generally.

(8)

The first regulations for the purposes of this section shall not be made unless a draft of
them has been laid before and approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament;
subsequent regulations shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of
either House of Parliament.

134.

134. Inspection fees.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works shall, subject to the provisions of any scheme
under this section, pay to the road works authority the prescribed fee in respect of each
inspection of the works carried out by the authority.

(2)

Different fees may be prescribed according to the nature or extent of the excavation or
other works, the place where they are executed and such other factors as appear to the
Secretary of State to be relevant.

(3)

The Secretary of State may by regulations make a scheme under which undertakers pay
the prescribed fee only in respect of such proportion or number of excavations or other
works as may be determined in accordance with the scheme.

(4)

The scheme may make provision(a) as to the periods and areas by reference to which the proportion or number is
to be determined, and
(b) as to the intervals at which an account is to be struck between an undertaker
and a road works authority and any necessary payment or repayment made,
and different provision may be made for different descriptions of undertaker and
different descriptions of road works authority.

(5)

Nothing in this section applies in relation to inspections in respect of which the
undertaker is obliged to bear the cost under section 131(2) (inspections consequent on
his failure to comply with his duties as to reinstatement).

135.

135. Liability for cost of temporary traffic regulation.

(1)

Where by reason of road works(a) the traffic authority makes an order or issues a notice under section 14 of
the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 (temporary prohibition or restriction of
traffic), or
(b) a concessionaire issues a notice under that section by virtue of section 43(4)
of this Act,
the authority or concessionaire may recover from the undertaker the whole of the costs
incurred by them in connection with or in consequence of the order or notice.

(2)

Those costs shall be taken to include, in particular, the cost to the authority or
concessionaire(a) of complying with any requirement to notify the public of any matter in
connection with the making, issuing or operation of the order or notice, and
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(b)

136.

of providing traffic signs in connection with the prohibition or restriction of
traffic by the order or notice.

136. Liability for cost of use of alternative route.

(1)

Where by reason of road works the use of a road is restricted or prohibited and
the diverted traffic uses as an alternative route a road of a lower classification, the
undertaker shall indemnify the roads authority for the latter road in respect of costs
reasonably incurred by them(a) in strengthening the road, so far as that is done with a view to and is necessary
for the purposes of its use by the diverted traffic, or
(b) in making good any damage to the road occurring in consequence of the use
by it of the diverted traffic.

(2)

For this purpose the order of classification of roads, from higher to lower, is as follows:

(3)

137.

1

Trunk roads.

2

Principal roads.

3

Other classified roads.

4

Other roads.

In this section, "trunk road" and "classified road" have the meanings given by
section 151 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 and "principal road" refers to a road
classified as such by the Secretary of State under section 11 of that Act.
137. Contributions to costs of making good long-term damage.

(1)

The Secretary of State may make provision by regulations requiring an undertaker
executing road works to contribute to the costs incurred or likely to be incurred by a
road works authority in works of reconstruction or re-surfacing of the road.

(2)

The regulations may provide(a) for a contribution to the cost of particular remedial works, or
(b) for a general contribution calculated in such manner as may be prescribed.

(3)

In the former case the regulations may contain provision for apportioning the liability
where the need for the remedial works is attributable to works executed by more than
one person.

(4)

In the latter case the regulations may provide for the amount of the contribution to vary
according to the nature of the road, the description and extent of the works and such
other factors as appear to the Secretary of State to be relevant.

(5)

The first regulations under this section shall not be made unless a draft of them has
been laid before and approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament; subsequent
regulations shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House
of Parliament.

137A.
(1)

137A. Contributions to costs of resurfacing by undertaker
Where a road works authority have given a resurfacing notice to an undertaker—
(a) the authority shall pay to the undertaker a proportion, calculated in the
prescribed manner, of the costs reasonably incurred by the undertaker in
executing the works specified in the notice,
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(b)

an undertaker to whom subsection (2) applies shall pay to the undertaker
referred to in paragraph (a) a proportion, calculated in the prescribed manner,
of those costs.

(2)

This subsection applies to an undertaker if—
(a) the undertaker has, before the completion of the works specified in the notice,
executed road works which involved the breaking up of any part of a road, and
(b) the works specified in the notice include the resurfacing of that part of the road.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe exceptions to the duty imposed by
subsection (1)(b).

(4)

The payments referred to in subsection (1) shall be made in such instalments and
manner, and within such period, as may be prescribed.

(5)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision requiring disputes of a
prescribed description (including disputes as to whether subsection (2) applies to an
undertaker) to be determined in such manner and by such persons as may be prescribed.

(6)

For the purposes of this section, any costs incurred by an undertaker (including any
costs of a road works authority which are borne by the undertaker) in consequence of
a failure by the undertaker to comply with any duty under this Part shall be treated as
having been incurred unreasonably.

(7)

The first regulations under this section shall not be made unless a draft of them has
been laid before and approved by a resolution of the Scottish Parliament; subsequent
regulations shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish
Parliament.
Duties and liabilities of undertakers with respect to apparatus

138.

138. Records of location of apparatus.

(1)

An undertaker shall, except in such cases as may be prescribed, record the location of
every item of apparatus belonging to him as soon as reasonably practicable after(a) placing it in the road or altering its position,
(b) locating it in the road in the course of executing any other works, or
(c) being informed of its location under section 139 below,
stating the nature of the apparatus and (if known) whether it is for the time being in use.

(2)

The records shall be kept up to date and shall be kept in such form and manner as may
be prescribed.

(3)

An undertaker shall make his records available for inspection, at all reasonable hours
and free of charge, by any person having authority to execute works of any description
in the road or otherwise appearing to the undertaker to have a sufficient interest.

(4)

If an undertaker fails to comply with his duties under this section(a) he commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 5 on the standard scale, and
(b) he is liable to compensate any person in respect of damage or loss incurred by
him in consequence of the failure.

(5)

In criminal or civil proceedings arising out of any such failure it is a defence for the
undertaker to show that all reasonable care was taken by him, and by his contractors
and by persons in his employ or that of his contractors, to secure that no such failure
occurred.
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(6)

139.

An order under section 161 (power to make consequential amendments, repeals, &c.)
relating to an enactment or instrument containing provision for the keeping of records
of apparatus which appears to the Secretary of State to be superseded by or otherwise
inconsistent with the provisions of this section(a) shall not be subject to the procedure provided for in Schedule 7, and
(b) may make such transitional and other provision as appears to the Secretary
of State appropriate for applying in relation to records compiled under that
enactment or instrument the provisions of subsections (2) to (5) above and
section 139 below.
139. Duty to inform undertakers of location of apparatus.

(1)

A person executing works of any description in the road who finds apparatus belonging
to an undertaker which is not marked, or is wrongly marked, on the records made
available by the undertaker, shall take such steps as are reasonably practicable to inform
the undertaker to whom the apparatus belongs of its location and (so far as appears from
external inspection) its nature and whether it is in use.

(2)

Where a person executing works of any description in the road finds apparatus which
does not belong to him and is unable, after taking such steps as are reasonably
practicable, to ascertain to whom the apparatus belongs, he shall(a) if he is an undertaker, note on the records kept by him under section 138(1) (in
such manner as may be prescribed) the location of the apparatus he has found
and its general description, and
(b) in any other case, inform the road works authority of the location and general
description of the apparatus he has found.

(3)

Subsections (1) and (2) have effect subject to such exceptions as may be prescribed.

(4)

A person who fails to comply with subsection (1) or (2) commits an offence and is liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

140.

140. Duty to maintain apparatus.

(1)

An undertaker having apparatus in the road shall secure that the apparatus is maintained
to the reasonable satisfaction of(a) the road works authority, as regards the safety and convenience of persons using
the road (having regard, in particular, to the needs of people with a disability),
the structure of the road and the integrity of apparatus of the authority in the
road, and
(b) any other relevant authority, as regards any land, structure or apparatus of
theirs,
and he shall afford reasonable facilities to each such authority for ascertaining whether
it is so maintained.

(2)

For this purpose maintenance means the carrying out of such works as are necessary
to keep the apparatus in efficient working condition (including periodic renewal where
appropriate); and includes works rendered necessary by other works in the road, other
than major works for road purposes, major bridge works or major transport works (as
to which, see sections 143 and 144 below).

(3)

If an undertaker fails to give a relevant authority the facilities required by this section(a) the road works authority may in such cases as may be prescribed, and
(b) any other relevant authority may in any case,
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execute such works as are needed to enable them to inspect the apparatus in question,
including any necessary breaking up or opening of the road.
(4)

If an undertaker fails to secure that apparatus is maintained to the reasonable satisfaction
of a relevant authority in accordance with this section(a) the road works authority may in such cases as may be prescribed, and
(b) any other relevant authority may in any case,
execute any emergency works needed in consequence of the failure.

(5)

The provisions of this Part apply in relation to works executed by a relevant authority
under subsection (3) or (4) as if they were executed by the undertaker; and the
undertaker shall indemnify the authority in respect of the costs reasonably incurred by
them in executing the works.

(6)

A relevant authority who execute or propose to execute any works under subsection (3)
or (4) shall give notice to any other relevant authority as soon as reasonably practicable
stating the general nature of the works.

(7)

Nothing in subsection (3) or (4) shall be construed as excluding any other means of
securing compliance with the duties imposed by subsection (1).

141.

141. Liability for damage or loss caused.

(1)

An undertaker shall compensate(a) the road works authority or any other relevant authority in respect of any
damage or loss suffered by the authority in their capacity as such, and
(b) any other person having apparatus in the road in respect of any expense
reasonably incurred in making good damage to that apparatus,
as a result of the execution by the undertaker of road works or any event of a kind
mentioned in subsection (2) below.

(2)

The events referred to in subsection (1) are any explosion, ignition, discharge or other
event occurring to gas, electricity, water or other thing required for the purposes of a
supply or service afforded by an undertaker which(a) at the time of or immediately before the event in question was in apparatus of
the undertaker in the road, or
(b) had been in such apparatus before that event and had escaped therefrom in
circumstances which contributed to its occurrence.

(3)

The liability of an undertaker under this section arises(a) whether or not the damage or loss is attributable to negligence on his part or on
the part of any person for whom he is responsible, and
(b) notwithstanding that he is acting in pursuance of a statutory duty.

(4)

However, his liability under this section does not extend to damage or loss which is
attributable to misconduct or negligence on the part of(a) the person suffering the damage or loss, or any person for whom he is
responsible, or
(b) a third party, that is, a person for whom neither the undertaker nor the person
suffering the damage or loss is responsible.

(5)

For the purposes of this section the persons for whom a person is responsible are his
contractors and any person in his employ or that of his contractors.

(6)

Nothing in this section shall be taken as exonerating an undertaker from any liability
to which he would otherwise be subject.
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Apparatus affected by road, bridge or transport works
142.

142. Works for road purposes likely to affect apparatus in the road.

(1)

This section applies to works for road purposes other than major works for road
purposes (as to which see section 143 below).

(2)

Where works to which this section applies are likely to affect apparatus in the road, the
authority executing the works shall take all reasonably practicable steps(a) to give the person to whom the apparatus belongs reasonable facilities for
monitoring the execution of the works, and
(b) to comply with any requirement made by him which is reasonably necessary
for the protection of the apparatus or for securing access to it.

(3)

An authority who fail to comply with subsection (2) commit an offence in respect of
each failure and are liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on
the standard scale.

(4)

In proceedings against an authority for such an offence it is a defence for them to show
that the failure was attributable(a) to their not knowing the position, or not knowing of the existence, of a person's
apparatus, or
(b) to their not knowing the identity or address of the person to whom any apparatus
belongs,
and that their ignorance was not due to any negligence on their part or to any failure to
make inquiries which they ought reasonably to have made.

143.

143. Measures necessary where apparatus affected by major works.

(1)

Where an undertaker's apparatus in a road is or may be affected by major works for roads
purposes, major bridge works or major transport works, the roads, bridge or transport
authority concerned and the undertaker shall take such steps as are reasonably required(a) to identify any measures needing to be taken in relation to the apparatus in
consequence of, or in order to facilitate, the execution of the authority's works,
(b) to settle a specification of the necessary measures and determine by whom they
are to be taken, and
(c) to co-ordinate the taking of those measures and the execution of the authority's
works,
so as to secure the efficient implementation of the necessary work and the avoidance
of unnecessary delay.

(2)

The Secretary of State may issue or approve for the purposes of this section a code of
practice giving practical guidance as to the matters mentioned in subsection (1) and the
steps to be taken by the authority and the undertaker.

(3)

Any dispute between the authority and the undertaker as to any of the matters mentioned
in subsection (1) shall, in default of agreement, be settled by arbitration in the prescribed
manner.

(4)

If the authority or the undertaker fails to comply with an agreement between them as
to any of those matters, or with the decision of the arbiter made under subsection (3)
in settlement of a dispute , the authority or undertaker shall be liable to compensate the
other in respect of any loss or damage resulting from the failure.

144.

144. Sharing of cost of necessary measures.
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(1)

Where an undertaker's apparatus in a road is affected by major works for roads purposes,
major bridge works or major transport works, the allowable costs of the measures
needing to be taken in relation to the apparatus in consequence of the works, or in order
to facilitate their execution, shall be borne by the roads, bridge or transport authority
concerned and the undertaker in such manner as may be prescribed.

(2)

The regulations may make provision as to the costs allowable for this purpose.
Provision may, in particular, be made for disallowing costs of the undertaker(a) where the apparatus in question was placed in the road after the authority had
given the undertaker the prescribed notice of their intention to execute the
works, or
(b) in respect of measures taken to remedy matters for which the authority were
not to blame,
and for allowing only such costs of either party as are not recoverable from a third party.

(3)

Where the authority have a right to recover from a third party their costs in taking
measures in relation to undertaker's apparatus but in accordance with section 143 it
is determined that the measures should be taken by the undertaker, the right of the
authority includes a right to recover the undertaker's costs in taking those measures and
they shall account to the undertaker for any sum received.

(4)

The regulations shall provide for the allowable costs to be borne by the authority and
the undertaker in such proportions as may be prescribed.
Different proportions may be prescribed for different cases or classes of case.

(5)

The regulations may require the undertaker to give credit for any financial benefit to
him from the betterment or deferment of renewal of the apparatus resulting from the
measures taken.

(6)

The regulations may make provision as to the time and manner of making any payment
required under this section.
Provisions with respect to particular authorities and undertakings

145.
(1)

145. Roads authorities, roads and related matters.
In this Part"roads authority" and "local roads authority" have the same meaning as in
section 151 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984, and
"public road" means a road which a roads authority have a duty to maintain.

(2)

In this Part "works for road purposes" means(a) works for the maintenance of a road,
(b) works for any purpose falling within the definition of "improvement" in
section 151 of that Act,
(c) the erection, maintenance, alteration or removal of traffic signs, or
(d) the construction of a crossing for vehicles across a footway or the strengthening
or adaptation of a footway for use as a crossing for vehicles.

(3)

In this Part "major works for roads purposes" means works of any of the following
descriptions executed by the roads authority in relation to a road which consists of or
includes a carriageway(a) reconstruction or widening of the road,
(b) substantial alteration of the level of the road,
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
146.

provision, alteration of the position or width, or substantial alteration in the
level of a carriageway, footpath or cycle track in the road,
the construction or removal of a road hump within the meaning of section 40
of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984,
works carried out in exercise of the powers conferred by section 63 of the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984 (new access over verges and footways),
provision of a cattle-grid in the road or works ancillary thereto, or
tunnelling or boring under the road.

146. Prospective public roads.

(1)

Subject to subsection (2), where a local roads authority are satisfied that a road in their
area which is not a public road is likely to become a public road, they may make a
declaration to that effect.

(2)

Subsection (1) does not apply to a road which is under the management or control of
a transport authority.

(3)

The provisions of this Part apply to a road in respect of which such a declaration has
been made as they apply to a public road.

(4)

In relation to road works in such a road, the road works authority(a) shall secure the performance by undertakers of their duties under this Part, and
shall exercise their powers under this Part, in such manner as is reasonably
required for the protection of the road managers, and
(b) shall comply with any reasonable request as to securing performance of those
duties, or as to the exercise of those powers, which may be made by the road
managers.

147.

147. Bridges, bridge authorities and related matters.

(1)

In this Part(a) references to a bridge include so much of any road as gives access to the bridge
and any embankment, retaining wall or other work or substance supporting or
protecting that part of the road, and
(b) "bridge authority" means the authority, body or person in whom a bridge is
vested.

(2)

In this Part "major bridge works" means works for the replacement, reconstruction or
substantial alteration of a bridge.

(3)

Where a road is carried or crossed by a bridge, any statutory right to place apparatus in
the road includes the right to place apparatus in, and attach apparatus to, the structure
of the bridge; and other rights to execute works in relation to the apparatus extend
accordingly.
References in this Part to apparatus in the road include apparatus so placed or attached.

(4)

An undertaker proposing to execute road works affecting the structure of a bridge shall
consult the bridge authority before giving notice under section 114 (notice of starting
date) in relation to the works.

(5)

An undertaker executing such works shall take all reasonably practicable steps(a) to give the bridge authority reasonable facilities for monitoring the execution
of the works, and
(b) to comply with any requirement made by them which is reasonably necessary
for the protection of the bridge or for securing access to it.
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(6)

An undertaker who fails to comply with any requirement of subsection (4) or (5)
commits an offence in respect of each failure and is liable on summary conviction to a
fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(7)

Subsections (4) to (6) do not apply to works in relation to which Schedule 6 applies
(works in roads with special engineering difficulties).

148.

148. Sewers.

(1)

An undertaker proposing to execute road works affecting a sewer vested in a [sewerage ]
authority shall consult that authority before giving notice under section 114 (notice of
starting date) in relation to the works.

(2)

References in this Part to apparatus include a sewer, drain or tunnel.

(3)

References in this Part to an undertaker having apparatus shall, where the apparatus is
a sewer, drain or tunnel, be construed(a) in the case of apparatus vested in a sewerage authority, as references to that
authority, and
(b) in any other case, as references to the authority, body or person having the
management or control of the apparatus. ]

(4)

Section 128 (provisions as to works likely to affect other apparatus in the road) does
not apply by virtue of subsection (2) above in relation to works likely to affect a sewer
vested in a [sewerage ] authority if, or to the extent that, Schedule 6 (works in roads
with special engineering difficulties) applies.

149.

149. Provisions as to reinstatement of sewers, drains or tunnels

(1)

The duties of an undertaker under this Part with respect to reinstatement of the road
extend, in the case of road works which involve breaking up or opening a sewer, drain
or tunnel under the road, to the reinstatement of the sewer, drain or tunnel.

(2)

The responsible authority may by notice require an undertaker who has failed to comply
with his duties under this Part with respect to reinstatement to carry out the necessary
remedial works within such period of not less than 7 working days not being shorter
than such period as may be prescribed as may be specified in the notice.
If he fails to comply with the notice, the authority may carry out the necessary works
and recover from him the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.

(2A)

Different minimum periods may be prescribed under subsection (2) for different
descriptions of remedial works; and cases may be so prescribed in which no minimum
period applies.

(3)

If it appears to the responsible authority that a failure by an undertaker to comply with
his duties under this Part as to reinstatement is causing danger to users of the road, the
authority may carry out the necessary works without first giving notice and may recover
from him the costs reasonably incurred by them in doing so.
They shall, however, give notice to him as soon as reasonably practicable stating their
reasons for taking immediate action.

(4)

The responsible authority for the purposes of this section is(a) in the case of a sewer vested in a [sewerage ] authority, that authority, and
(b) in the case of any other sewer, drain or tunnel, the authority, body or person
having the management or control of it.
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150.

150. Transport authorities, transport undertakings and related matters.

(1)

In this Part-(a) "transport authority" means the authority, body or person having the control or
management of a transport undertaking, and
(b) "transport undertaking" means a railway, tramway, dock, harbour, pier, canal or
inland navigation undertaking of which the activities, or some of the activities,
are carried on under statutory authority.

(2)

In this Part "major transport works" means substantial works required for the purposes
of a transport undertaking and executed in property held or used for the purposes of
the undertaking.

(3)

References in this Part to a road which crosses or is crossed by property held or used
for the purposes of a transport undertaking extend to cases in which the road and the
property in question are at different levels.
But the transport authority shall not be treated as a relevant authority as regards
undertakers' works in such a road where the property in question consists only of(a) subsoil of the road which is held by the transport authority but is not used, and
has not been adapted for use, for the purposes of the undertaking, or
(b) property underground at such a depth that there is no reasonable possibility of
the works affecting it.

(4)

151.

The provisions of this Part relating to a road which crosses or is crossed by property
held or used for the purposes of a transport undertaking apply to a road which is or
forms part of a towing-path or other way running along a canal or inland navigation,
provided the path or way is held or used, or the subsoil of it is held, for the purposes
of the canal or inland navigation undertaking.
151. Special precautions as to displaying of lights.

(1)

An undertaker executing road works in a road which crosses, or is crossed by, or is in
the vicinity of, a railway, tramway, dock, harbour, pier, canal or inland navigation, shall
comply with any reasonable requirements imposed by the transport authority concerned
with respect to the displaying of lights so as to avoid any risk of their(a) being mistaken for any signal light or other light used for controlling, directing
or securing the safety of traffic thereon, or
(b) being a hindrance to the ready interpretation of any such signal or other light.

(2)

An undertaker who fails to comply with any such requirement commits an offence and
is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3)

In proceedings for such an offence it is a defence for the undertaker to show that all
reasonable care was taken by him, and by his contractors and by persons in his employ
or that of his contractors, to secure that no such failure occurred.

152.
(1)

152. Works affecting level crossings or tramways.
This section applies to road works at a crossing of a railway on the level or which affect
a tramway.
In this section "the relevant transport authority" means the authority having the
management of the railway or tramway undertaking concerned.
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(2)

An undertaker proposing to begin to execute works to which this section applies shall
give the prescribed notice to the relevant transport authority notwithstanding that such
notice is not required under section 114 (notice of starting date).
The provisions of subsections (2) to (7) of that section (contents of notice, when works
may be begun, &c.) apply in relation to the notice required by this subsection as in
relation to a notice under subsection (1) of that section.

(3)

An undertaker executing works to which this section applies shall comply with any
reasonable requirements made by the relevant transport authority(a) for securing the safety of persons employed in connection with the works, or
(b) for securing that interference with traffic on the railway or tramway caused by
the execution of the works is reduced so far as is practicable,
and, except where submission of a plan and section is required, he shall defer beginning
the works for such further period as the relevant transport authority may reasonably
request as needed for formulating their requirements under this subsection or making
their traffic arrangements.

(4)

Nothing in subsection (2) or (3) affects the right of an undertaker to execute emergency
works.

(5)

An undertaker executing emergency works shall give notice to the relevant transport
authority as soon as reasonably practicable of his intention or, as the case may be, of his
having begun to do so notwithstanding that such notice is not required by section 116
(notice of emergency works).
The provisions of subsections (3) and (4) of that section (contents of notice and penalty
for failure to give notice) apply in relation to the notice required by this subsection as
in relation to a notice under subsection (2) of that section.
Power of road works authority or district council to undertake road works

153.

153. Power of road works authority or district council to undertake road works.

(1)

A road works authority[or district council ] may enter into an agreement with an
undertaker for the execution by the authority [or council ]on behalf of the undertaker
of any road works.

(2)

The agreement may contain such terms as to payment and otherwise as the parties
consider appropriate.

(3)

Nothing in this section shall be construed as derogating from any powers exercisable
by the authority [or council ]apart from this section.

(4)

This section shall cease to have effect upon such day as the Secretary of State may
appoint by order made by statutory instrument which shall be subject to annulment in
pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.
Supplementary provisions

154.

154. Offences.

(1)

Any provision of this Part imposing criminal liability in respect of any matter is without
prejudice to any civil liability in respect of the same matter.

(2)

Where a failure to comply with a duty imposed by this Part is continued after conviction,
the person in default commits a further offence.
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154A.

154A. Fixed penalties for certain offences under this Part

(1)

Any offence under this Part relating to road works which is listed in the first column of
Schedule 6A (and described in general terms in the second column) is a fixed penalty
offence for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Offences listed in that Schedule which are committed by virtue of section 166 (offences
by bodies corporate and partnerships) are not fixed penalty offences.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by order made by statutory instrument modify that Schedule
so as to provide for offences under this Part relating to road works to become (or cease
to be) fixed penalty offences.

(4)

No such order shall be made unless a draft of the statutory instrument containing it has
been laid before and approved by resolution of the Scottish Parliament.

(5)

Schedule 6B (which makes provision about fixed penalties for fixed penalty offences)
has effect.

154B.

154B. Civil penalties for certain offences

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may, by regulations, make provision for or in connection with—
(a) the imposition by road works authorities of penalty charges in respect of such
offences under this Part of this Act as are specified in the regulations,
(b) the payment of such charges.

(2)

The regulations shall include provision specifying the person or persons by whom a
penalty charge in respect of an offence is to be paid (who may be or, as the case may
be, include a person other than the person who committed the offence).

(3)

The regulations shall include provision—
(a) prohibiting criminal proceedings or the giving of a fixed penalty notice in
respect of any description of conduct for which a penalty charge may be
imposed, or
(b) securing that a penalty charge is not payable or is refunded where the conduct
is the subject of criminal proceedings or of a fixed penalty notice.

(4)

The regulations shall include provision about the standard of proof required to
establish the commission of an offence in respect of which a penalty charge may
be imposed and may include other provision for or in connection with evidence and
procedure.

(5)

The regulations may set different levels of penalty charges in respect of different
offences and in respect of the same offences committed in different circumstances.

(6)

The regulations may include provision for and in connection with—
(a) the notification of penalty charges to persons appearing to be liable to pay
them,
(b) the enabling and effect of the making of representations to road works
authorities by persons who are or may be liable to pay those charges,
(c) appeals by those persons against the imposition of those charges.

(7)

Regulations shall not be made unless a draft of them has been laid before and approved
by resolution of the Scottish Parliament.

155.

155. Recovery of costs or expenses.
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(1)

Any provision of this Part enabling an authority, body or person to recover the costs
or expenses of taking any action shall be taken to include the relevant administrative
expenses of that authority, body or person including an appropriate sum in respect of
general staff costs and overheads.
The Secretary of State may prescribe the basis on which such amounts are to be
calculated; and different provision may be made for different cases or descriptions of
case.

(2)

Where a right to payment enuring for the benefit of a person is conferred in respect of
the same matter(a) both under this Part and under any enactment or agreement passed or made
before the commencement of this Part, or
(b) by two or more provisions of this Part,
a payment made in discharge of any of those rights shall be treated as being made in
or towards satisfaction of the other or others.

(3)

Where under any provision of this Part a person is entitled in certain circumstances to
recover costs or expenses incurred by him in executing works or taking other steps, any
dispute as to the existence of those circumstances or as to the amount recoverable shall
be determined by arbitration in the prescribed manner.
This applies whether the provision is expressed as conferring a right to recover, or as
imposing a liability to reimburse or indemnify or to bear the cost, but does not apply in
relation to a provision expressed as providing for the charging of a fee or conferring a
right to compensation or in relation to section 137 (contribution to the cost of making
good long-term damage to the road) or 137A (contributions to costs of resurfacing by
undertakers).

156.

156. Service of notices and other documents.

(1)

Notices required or authorised to be given for the purposes of this Part shall be given
in the prescribed form.

(2)

The Secretary of State may make provision by regulations as to the manner of service
of notices and other documents required or authorised to be served for the purposes of
this Part.

(3)

References in this section to notices authorised to be given or served for the purposes
of this Part include reference to notices under Schedule 8B to the Roads (Scotland) Act
1984 (c.54) (fixed penalties for certain offences under that Act).

157.

157. Reckoning of periods.

(1)

In reckoning for the purposes of this Part a period expressed as a period from or before
a given date, that date shall be excluded.

(2)

For the purposes of this Part a working day means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday,
Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday; and a notice given after 4.30 p.m. on a
working day shall be treated as given on the next working day.

(3)

In subsection (2) a "bank holiday" means a day which is a bank holiday under the
Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971 in the locality in which the road in question
is situated.
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157A.

157A. Regulations prescribing manner of settlement of disputes
Regulations under this Part prescribing the manner in which any question or dispute
is to be settled may in particular make provision for the question or, as the case may
be, dispute to be settled—
(a) by the Commissioner, or
(b) by arbitration.

158.

158. Arbitration.

(1)

Any matter which under this Part is to be settled by arbitration shall be referred for
determination by a single arbiter appointed by agreement between the parties concerned
or, in default of agreement, by the sheriff.

(2)

In any arbitration in accordance with subsection (1) the arbiter may, and if so directed
by the Court of Session shall, state a case for the decision of the Court on any question
of law arising in the arbitration; and the decision of the Court shall be final unless the
Court or the House of Lords give leave to appeal to the House of Lords against the
decision.

(3)

Leave under subsection (2) may be given on such terms as to expenses or otherwise as
the Court or the House of Lords may determine.

159.

159. Agreements inconsistent with the provisions of this Part.

(1)

An agreement which purports to make provision regulating the execution of road works
is of no effect to the extent that it is inconsistent with the provisions of this Part.

(2)

This does not affect an agreement for the waiver or variation of a right conferred on a
relevant authority by any of the provisions of this Part which is made after the right has
accrued and is not inconsistent with the future operation of those provisions.

160.
(1)

160. Effect of this Part on certain existing special enactments or instruments.
Any special enactment passed or made before the commencement of this Part which
makes or authorises the making of provision regulating the execution of road works in a
manner inconsistent with the provisions of this Part shall cease to have effect; and unless
a contrary intention appears no enactment passed or made after the commencement of
this Part shall be construed as making or authorising the making of any such provision.
This subsection does not apply to any provision as to the obtaining of consent for the
execution of the works or for any other purpose.

(2)

Any special enactment passed or made before the commencement of this Part which
requires the consent of a relevant authority (in its capacity as such) to the execution of
road works shall cease to have effect, except as mentioned below; and unless a contrary
intention appears no special enactment passed or made after the commencement of this
Part shall be construed as requiring such consent.
This subsection does not apply to a consent requirement so far as it relates to—
(a) works above the surface level of the road, or
(b) works outside the limits of supply of an undertaker in relation to whom such
limits are imposed.

(3)

A provision made by way of condition imposed on the giving of a consent for the
execution of road works is of no effect in so far as it would have been so by virtue of
section 159 if it had been made by an agreement.
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(4)

If it appears to the Secretary of State—
(a) that by the operation of subsection (1) a person has been or will be deprived
of some protection afforded by a special enactment and that corresponding
protection is in all the circumstances required, or
(b) that a requirement of consent imposed by a special enactment should be saved
from the operation of subsection(2), either as regards all works to which the
requirement extends or as regards any description of such works, or
(c) that conditions of any descriptions should be rendered valid notwithstanding
subsection (3), or
(d) that uncertainty or obscurity has resulted or is likely to result from the operation
on a special enactment of the general provisions of subsection (1), (2) or (3),
he may by order make such provision as he considers appropriate for affording such
protection, saving the requirement, rendering the conditions valid or modifying the
special enactment, as the case may be.

(5)

An order under this section shall be made by statutory instrument which shall be
subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament; and
the provisions of Schedule 7 have effect with respect to the procedure for making such
an order.

(6)

The provisions of this section apply in relation to an instrument having effect under or
by virtue of an enactment as in relation to an enactment; and references to a special
enactment shall be construed accordingly.

161.

161. Effect of this Part on other existing enactments or instruments.

(1)

The Secretary of State may by order make such provision amending, repealing, or
preserving the effect of, any enactment passed or made before the commencement of
this Part (not being a special enactment to which section 160(1), (2) or (3) applies) as
appears to him appropriate in consequence of the provisions of this Part.

(2)

Subject to any order under this section and (in the case of a public general Act) to any
express amendment made by this Act, any such enactment which proceeds by reference
to any provision of the [1950 c. 39.] Public Utilities Street Works Act 1950, or any
other provision repealed by this Act in consequence of this Part, shall continue to have
effect as if the provision referred to had not been repealed.

(3)

An order under this section may, in particular, make provision in relation to—
(a) enactments providing for the keeping of records of apparatus, and
(b) enactments providing for the giving of notice of proposed road works.

(4)

An order under this section may contain such transitional provisions and savings as
appear to the Secretary of State to be appropriate

(5)

An order under this section shall be made by statutory instrument which shall be subject
to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

(6)

Except as mentioned in section 138(6), the provisions of Schedule 7 have effect with
respect to the making of an order under this section in relation to a special enactment.

(7)

The provisions of this section apply in relation to an instrument having effect under or
by virtue of an enactment as in relation to an enactment; and references to a special
enactment shall be construed accordingly.

162.

162. Former controlled land.
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(1)

The following provisions apply with respect to land (not forming part of a road) in which
immediately before the commencement of this Part there is apparatus placed by virtue
of Schedule 1 to the [1950 c. 39.] Public Utilities Street Works Act 1950 (authorisation
of works in certain land abutting a road).

(2)

If any person having a sufficient interest in the land gives notice to the undertaker that he
objects to the continuance of the powers and rights over the land given by that Schedule,
those powers and rights shall cease to have effect at the end of the period of six months
from the date on which the notice was given.
For this purpose a person has a sufficient interest in the land if he is an owner, lessee
or occupier of the land having an interest greater than that of tenant for a year or from
year to year.

(3)

The road works authority shall indemnify the undertaker in respect of the costs
reasonably incurred by him in or in connection with—
(a) any removal of apparatus rendered necessary by the cessation of his powers
and rights under this section, and
(b) the execution of any works or taking of any other measures rendered necessary
thereby for the purposes of the supply or service for which apparatus whose
removal is rendered necessary was used.

(4)

Where the land becomes part of the road after the commencement of this Part, any
consent which would have been required for the placing of the apparatus in the road
had it been placed there immediately after the land in question became part of the road
shall be deemed to have been given unconditionally.

(5)

Subject to any exercise of the right conferred by subsection (2), the rights and powers of
the undertaker under Schedule 1 to the Public Utilities Street Works Act 1950 continue
unaffected by the repeal of that Act.

163.

163. Meaning of "prescribed" and regulations generally.

(1)

In this Part "prescribed" means prescribed by the Secretary of State by regulations,
which may (unless the context otherwise requires) make different provision for different
cases.

(2)

Regulations under this Part shall be made by statutory instrument which, unless
provision to the contrary is made, shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a
resolution of either House of Parliament.

(3)

Regulations under this Part may provide for references in the regulations to any
specified document to operate as references to that document as revised or re-issued
from time to time.

163A.

163A. Consultation on regulations and codes of practice.

(1)

Before –
(a) making, amending or revoking regulations under or for the purposes of any
provision of this part; or
(b) issuing, amending or revoking a code of practice under or for the purposes of
any such provision or approving any such code of practice or its amendment
or revocation,
the Scottish Ministers shall consult the persons and authorities set out in subsection (2).

(2)

Those persons and authorities are such –
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(a)

persons considered by the Scottish ministers to be representative of the interests
of undertakers;
(b) road works authorities;
(c) other persons,
as the Scottish Ministers think appropriate.
164.
(1)

164. Minor definitions.
In this Part—
"apparatus" includes any structure for the lodging therein of apparatus or for gaining
access to apparatus;
"carriageway" and "footway" have the same meaning as in the [1984 c. 54.] Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984;
"enactment" includes an enactment contained in subordinate legislation within the
meaning of the [1978 c. 30.] Interpretation Act 1978.
"in", in a context referring to works, apparatus or other property in a road or other
place includes a reference to works, apparatus or other property under, over, across,
along or upon it;
"railway" includes a light railway other than one in the nature of a tramway (see
the definition of "tramway" below);
"reinstatement" includes making good;
"special enactment" means an enactment which is not a public general enactment,
and includes—
(a) any Act for confirming a provisional order,
(b) any provision of a public general Act in relation to the passing of which any
of the Standing Orders of the House of Lords or the House of Commons
relating to Private Business applied, and
(c) any enactment to the extent that it is incorporated or applied for the
purposes of a special enactment;
"statutory right" means a right (whether expressed as a right, a power or otherwise)
conferred by an enactment (whenever passed or made), other than a right
exercisable by virtue of a permission granted under section 109;
"traffic" includes pedestrians and animals;
"traffic authority" and "traffic sign" have the same meaning as in the [1984 c.27.]
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984;
"tramway" means a system, mainly or exclusively for the carriage of passengers,
using vehicles guided, or powered by energy transmitted, by rails or other fixed
apparatus installed exclusively or mainly in a road.

(2)

A right to execute works which extends both to a road and to other land is included
in references in this Part to a right to execute works in a road in so far as it extends
to the road.

(3)

A right to execute works which extends to part of the road but not the whole is included
in references in this Part to a right to execute works in a road; and in relation to such a
right references in this Part to the road in which it is exercisable shall be construed as
references to the part to which the right extends
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(4)

For the purposes of this Part apparatus shall be regarded as affected by works if the
effect of the works is to prevent or restrict access to the apparatus (for example, by
laying other apparatus above or adjacent to it).

(5)

Section 28 of the [1970 c. 44.] Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act 1970 (power
to define "disability" and other expressions) applies in relation to the provisions of this
Part as to the provisions of that Act.

165.

165. Index of defined expressions.
The expressions listed below are defined or otherwise fall to be construed for the
purposes of this Part in accordance with the provisions indicated—
affected by (in relation to apparatus and section 164(4)
works)
apparatus

section 148(2) and 164

arbitration

section 158

bridge

section 147(1)(a)

bridge authority

section 147(1)(b)

carriageway

section 164

the Commissioner

section 112A(1)

costs

section 155

disability

(see section 164(4))

emergency works

section 111

enactment

section 164

expenses

section 155

fixed penalty offence

section 154A(1)

footway

section 164

in (in a context referring to works, section 164
apparatus or other property in a road)
local roads authority

section 145(1)

major bridge works

section 147(2)

major works for roads purposes

section 145(3)

major transport works

section 150(2)

notice

section 156

prescribed

section 163

public road

section 145(1)

railway

section 164

reinstatement

section 164 (and see sections 129(5) and
149(1))

relevant authority (in relation to road section 108(6) (and see section 150(3))
works)
resurfacing notice

section 132A(7)
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resurfacing works

section 132A(7)

road

section 107(1)

road managers

section 108(4)

road works

section 107(3) (and see section 164(2) and
(3))

road works authority

section 108(1)

roads authority

section 145(1)

special enactment

section 164(1)

the SRWR

Section 112A(1)

statutory right

section 164(1)

surface

Section 132A(7)

traffic

section 164(1)

traffic authority

section 164(1)

traffic sign

section 164(1)

tramway

section 164(1)

transport authority

section 150(1)(a)

transport undertaking

section 150(1)(b)

undertaker (in relation to road works or sections 107(4) and (5) and 148(3)
apparatus)
working day

section 157(2)

works for road purposes

section 145(2).”
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